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ABSTRACT
The interactions in solution and the solid  state oT the 
an tib iotic  drugs ethidium bromide, adriamvcin and daunomycin with 
deoxyribonucleic acid have been investigated with the aim o f  understanding 
at a molecular level the basis o f  their chemotherapeutic a ctiv ity .
Both ethidium bromide and the two related anthracycline drugs 
adriamycin and daunomycin possess planar aromatic chromophores by 
virtue o f  which they can intercalate into the deoxyribonucleic acid helix. 
A study o f  the spectroscopic properties o^ the drugs in solution as a 
function o f  concentration, solvent and ion ic strength gave an insight 
into the properties o f  the drug chromonhores, Which helped in 
understanding the spectral changes which take place when complexes form 
between the drugs and polynucleotides or polyelectrolytes.
A microspectrophotoneter was specia lly  constructed to measure 
the linear dichroism (in the v is ib le  range) and the birefringence o f  
oriented fibres and fibre sections o f  drug-deoxyribonucleic acid 
complexes and an X-ray d iffraction  study o f  the same specimens was 
carried out in p ara lle l.
It  was found that a change in the degree o f  hydration o f  the 
nucleic acid helices results in a redistribution o f  the drug molecules 
between the intercalated and non-intercalated states. The in ter­
calations driven by hydrophobic forces (additional stab ilization  being 
gained from sp ec ific  e le ctrosta tic  and hydrogen bonding interactions) 
and is  opposed by the hydrophilic nature o f  some features o f  the drugs. 
The helix pitch increases with increasing relative humidity up to a 
maximum value which may represent the situation in which no nett 
increase in the fraction o f  intercalated drug is  possible because 
these two e ffe cts  counterbalance each other. An estimate o f  the lower 
lim it to the values o f the unending angle o f  the deoxyribonucleic acid
helix  at the s ite  o f  intercalation was made on the basis o f  the maximim 
pitch values. This angle (12° -  3°) fitte d  the data obtained from 
both ethidium bromide and the anthracyclines.
Ethidium bromide dissociates completely from the intercalated 
state at low humidities, whereas a large fraction o f the anthracvcline 
molecules remain intercalated even at very low relative humidities.
The enhanced chemotherapeutic a ctiv ity  o f  adriamycin, as compared to 
daunomycin, was associated with the observed increased sta b ility  o f  
the intercalated state o f adriamycin under conditions o f  low hydration 
and could be ju s t ifie d  in terns o f  an additional hydrogen bond formed 
by adriamycin rath the ITM backbone.
While the X-ray d iffra ction  technique provides information 
mainly on the drug soecies which is  intercalated, the linear dichroism 
and birefringence re fle c t  the state o f  both intercalated and non- 
intercalated soecies present in the fib re . A quantitative analysis 
o f the combined X-ray d iffraction  and optical data, coupled rath 
computer simulations o f  the fibre dichroism and birefringence, 
produced on one hand, a picture o f  the degree o f  internal alignment o f 
the helices in the fibre  and, on the other hand, an estimate o f  the 
orientation o f  the non-intercalated species. I t  was concluded that in 
the case o f  ethidium bromide, and possib ly , in the case o f  the 
anthracyclines, the non-intercalated drug is  externally bound, 
essentially  perpendicular to the deoxyribonucleic acid helix axis. 
Limits to the possible t i l t  angles and orientational freedom o f  the 
externally bound species were derived.
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1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The interaction o f drugs wdth the dcoxyribonucleic acid
A number o f  drugs interact with the deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DMA) in such a way as to prevent its  participation as a temnlate in 
nucleic acid synthesis. Among these, are the drugs ethidium bromide 
(PR), which displays trypanocidal, antiviral and antibacterial 
properties (Ref. 1 ), and the anthracyclines: adriamycin (ADM) and 
daunomycin (DM), which are used in the treatment o f  acute leukaemia 
and so lid  tumours in man (Ref. 2 and Ref. 3). The interaction o f  
these drugs with DMA constitutes the ob ject o f  the nresent investigation.
Ethidium bromide and the anthracvclines inhibit both DNA and 
RNA (ribonucleic acid) synthesis in v itro  (Ref. 4 and Ref. 5). Tn v iv o , 
EB inhibits DNA synthesis (Ref. 1 ), se lective ly  interferes with RNA 
synthesis in mitochondria without interfering with the nuclear RNA 
synthesis (Ref. 6 ), and converts yeast c e lls  to  respiration deficient 
'p e t ite ' mutants by interaction with the mitochondrial DMA o f  these 
c e lls  (Ref. 7). The anthracvclines inhibit both DNA and RNA synthesis 
in vivo (Ref. 8 ), prevent repair -  replication  in X-irradiated c e lls  and 
have been reported to cause chromosomal damage, such as fragmentation 
and m itotic aberration (Ref. 9). When compared to daunomycin, 
adriamycin is  more e ffe ctiv e  in inhibiting tumour growth in experimental 
cultures and reducing tumour recurrence (fo r  a review, see Ref. 9 ). 
Severe tox ic  side e ffe cts  are associated with the c lin ica l use o f  the 
anthracydines, and for this reason such chemotherapy is  used only in 
the acute stages o f  the disease (Ref. 9 ).
Tliis study aims towards understanding the mode o f  action o f  the
2drugs at a molecular lev e l, which is  not only o f  d irect relevance in 
pharmacology -  eventually leading to the design o f  drugs with improved 
se lectiv ity  and enhanced chemotheraneutic a ctiv ity , but, because this ' 
study c la r if ie s  basic concents regarding the interaction o f  small 
molecules with DMA, i t  is  also a f ir s t  step towards understanding the 
interaction between the DNA and more complex systems, such as enzymes and 
regulatory proteins (Ref. 10).
The chemical structures o f  ethidium bromide {3 ,8 diamino -  6 -  
phenyl -  5 -  ethyl phenantridinium bromide), daunomycin (0 -  acetyl -  4 
-  methoxy -  7, 8, 9 -  10 -  tetrahydro -  6, 7, 9, 11 -  tetrahydroxy -  5,
12 -  naphtacenequinone -  7 -  0 -  (3* -  amino -  2’ ,3 ',6 ' -  trideoxy -  a - 
L -  lyxohexopyranoside)} and adriamycin (14 -  hydroxydaunomycin) are 
shown in Fig. 1.1. It  w ill be noted that these drugs possess planar 
aromatic tr ip le  ring systems. The phenantridinium ring o f  EB carries 
a positive  charge localized  on the nitrogen atom in position 5 o f  the 
chromophore and, as deduced by X-ray crystallography, the phenyl 
substituent is  oriented at right angles to the main ring (Ref. 11).
As regards the crystal structure o f  daunomycin (Ref. 12), the 
cyclohexene ring is in the 'h a lf-ch a ir ' conformation, the C -  9 atom 
being displaced towards the C -  9 hydroxvl by about 0.7 A from the 
approximate plane o f  the other atoms o f  the chromophore; the daunosamine 
(sugar) substituent, in the 'chair* conformation, is  oriented at 100° to 
this plane. Adriamycin and daunomycin share the same structure, 
except fo r  an additional hydroxyl group possessed by adriamycin in 
position  14 o f  the chromophore. It is  challenging to search for  an 
explanation o f  the d ifferent chemotherapeutic a c t iv it ie s  o f  these two 
drugs in terms o f  the slight difference in their chemical structure.
It is  now known that ethidium bromide and the anthracyclines 
interact with the DNA by the intercalation o f  their chromophores between
ETH1DIUM BROMIDE
h 2n NH,
THE flNTHROCYCLINESi DflUNOMYC IN t ODR1RMYCIN
ADR1AMYCIN R=OH
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3adjacent base-pairs o f  the double h elica l DNA molecule (Ref. 13 and Ref. 
14), in common with a wide ran fie o f other antib iotics o f  c lin ica l and 
b io log ica l importance, such as actinomvcin D, noga1anycin, chloroquine, 
propidium iodide, m iracil D (Ref. 15), which a ll possess planar 
chormophores.
The intercalation model was orig in a lly  proposed by Lerman 
(Ref. 16) for the binding o f  acridines to DMA, as a molecular basis for 
the a b ility  o f  the acridine dyes, especially  proflavine, to induce frame 
sh ift  mutations in microorganisms. Lerman substantiated this hypothesis 
by a wide range o f  hydrodynamic, optical and chemical evidence (Ref. 16, 
Ref. 17 and Ref. 18). Similar evidence was subsequently obtained with 
other drugs and was subjected to improved quantitative analysis.
Retailed reviews on this topic are available elsewhere (see, for example, 
Ref. IP for a general discussion; Ref. 9 fo r  the anthracyclines), 
therefore the experimental evidence fo r  intercalation w ill only b r ie fly  
be mentioned here.
In general, the binding o f  the drugs to  the FNA has a 
stab iliz in g  e ffe c t  upon the double stranded RNA structure, as deduced 
from the increased melting temperature (Ref. 18). The increased 
v iscos ity  and decreased sedimentation co e ffic ien t  indicate that the UNA 
becomes longer, thinner and s t i f fe r  (Ref. 16, Ref. 20, Ref. 21 and Ref. 
22). This is  also implied by light scattering and low angle X-ray 
scattering (Ref. 23 and Ref. 24), which indicate a reduced mass per unit 
length, and confirmed by electron microscopy and autoradiography (Ref.
25 and Ref. 26), idiich indicate an increased DNA contour length. Flow 
dichroism and fluorescence polarization experiments indicate the 
approximate perpendicularity o f  the drug chromonhores to the IMA axis 
(Ref. 17, Ref. 21, Ref. 27 and Ref. 28).
Early X-ray d iffra ction  photographs from oriented drug -  DNA
fibres (Ref. 16 and Ref. 13) showed the retention o f  the 3.4 A 
meridional re flection s , due to the stacking o f the base-pairs perpen­
dicular to  the helix axis, and a change in the positions o f  the 
equatorial re flection s , indicating a closer  packing o f  the helices in 
the fib re . Subsequently, better X-ray d iffraction  patterns w re  
obtained (Ref. 14 and Ref. 29), showing well defined layer lin es, the 
separations o f  which were usually smaller than in the case o f  the 
control DNA, indicating that the helix  pitch  had become larger.
The binding o f  the drugs reduces the sunercoiling o f  the closed 
circu lar DNA, as detected by a change in sedimentation v e loc ity  or 
banding density in the ultracentrifuge (Ref. 30 and Ref. 31), indicating 
that in order to accommodate the dye an unwinding o f  the helix takes 
place.
4
1.2 The intercalation model
According to Leman's intercalation model, a 3.4 A gap is  formed 
in between two successive base-pairs in the B-DNA h elix , in which the 
planar drug chromophore is  inserted. The hydrophobic drug molecule, 
away from the aqueous environment, is  stabilized  in its  intercalated 
state by stacking interactions resulting from the extensive overlap o f  
the v-electron systems o f  the chromophore and the nucleic acid bases. 
Insofar as the 3.4 A meridional repeat in the X-ray d iffraction  patterns 
is  concerned, the drug is  equivalent to an extra base pair. As the 
sugar-phosphate chain is  fu lly  extended in the B-DNA, an unwinding o f  
the helix  at the s ite  o f  intercalation is  required in order to  enable 
the formation o f  the intercalation gap. I t  may be noted that these 
factors contribute to the increase in h elix  pitch  and cause a reduction 
o f the helix  diameter next to  the intercalation s ite .
5Fuller and Waring (Ref. 13) refined Leman's original model and, 
on the basis o f  model building studies, suggested an unwinding angle ner 
intercalated drug o f  12°. This value was later confirmed by extensive 
manual model building and a linked-atom least squares commuter analysis 
by Pigram et al (Ref. 14 and Ref. 32) to represent the minimum unwinding 
angle for an intercalation gap consistent with satisfactory stereo­
chemistry. Referring primarily to ethidium bromide and proflavine, 
Fuller and Waring also suggested that, in addition to the hydronhobic 
stacking, the intercalated state could he stabilized  by sp ec ific  
hydrogen bonding between the amino groups at the two extremities o f  the 
drug chromophores and phosphate groups on the DNA backbone chains. 
Subsequently, the existence o f  hydrogen bonding or e lectrosta tic  inter­
actions between the intercalated chromophore (or its  substituent groups) 
and the DMA was also postulated fo r  other drugs, such as daunomycin 
(Ref. 14), actinomycin (Ref. 33) or the acridines (Ref. 34); (see also 
next section ).
Pursuing the comnuter analysis o f  the intercalation model, Alden 
and Amott (Ref. 35) point out the necessity fo r  the residues adjacent to 
the intercalation site  to unwind s lig h tly  as w ell, in order to relieve 
strain in the polynucleotide backbone. Thus, while the local 
unwinding at the s ite  o f  intercalation may s t i l l  be o f  the order o f  12°, 
as in the c lassica l Fuller and Waring model, the authors predict that the 
turn angle distributed over three polynucleotide residues (90°) would be 
equivalent to  a tota l unwinding o f  about 1R°. The propagation o f  the 
d istortion  to adjacent residues may provide a rationale for  the 
observation that the drug uptake by the DNA usually saturates at a 
level o f  about one drug bound per two base pa irs, a situation known as 
nearest neighbour exclusion (Ref. 36).
It  should be pointed out that the p itch  values determined from
6X-ray d iffraction  photographs o f  daunomycin-DHA fibres by Digram et al 
(Ref. 14) fitte d  tlie theoretical predictions made on the basis o f  a 
model with 12° unwinding i f  one assumed that a l l  the drug molecules 
present in the fibre  were intercalated. However, i t  became clear from 
the observation o f  the varia b ility  o f  the helix pitch with the relative 
humidity (Ref. 14, Ref. 29, Ref. 32, Ref. 37) that some o f  the drug 
molecules in the fibre  might not lx? intercalated. Thus, the 12° 
unwinding angle, apparently matching the X-ray d iffraction  data, might be 
an underestimate o f  the true value. Indeed, independent estimates o f  
the unending angle by fluorescence anisotropy decay studies o f EB 
bound to ENA (Ref. 38) and by CsCl titra tion  studies o f  EB bound to 
closed circu lar DNA (Ref. 39), suggested 17° and 26° respectively, in 
both cases larger than 12° and nearer to the value predicted by Aldcn 
and Am ott.
1.3 Intercalation and external binding
Waring has performed sedimentation studies o f  closed circu lar 
DMA in the presence o f  various drugs and compared the a b ility  o f  these 
drugs to remove the tertiary  sunerhelical turns o f  the circu lar DMA 
(Ref. 15). This study permitted an estimate to be made o f  the angle o f 
unwinding associated with each drug, taking EB as standard and assuming 
that a l l  the drug molecules, detected as 'bound' by a solvent partition  
method, were actually intercalated. The results showed that in each 
case the inwinding angle per intercalated molecule was loiver th*m tliat o f  
EB, which implies that the stereochemistry o f  the intercalation process 
varies among drugs. Indeed, such a p o ss ib ility  is  ju s tifia b le  on 
energetic grounds in view o f  the fact mentioned above that, in addition 
to the hydrophobic stacking, the intercalated state is  .also stabilized
7by sp ec ific  interactions. These are usually hydrogen bonding or 
e lectrosta tic  contacts and could impose a variation in the intercalation 
geometry. Another possible explanation o f  the apparent difference in 
the unwinding angles is  that a certain fraction o f  the 'bound' drug 
molecules irere not intercalated, but w re  probably attached to  the 
exterior o f  the DMA molecule, in such a way as not to cause unwinding 
o f  the helix . It is  also possible that both these e ffe cts  are present 
at the same time.
Evidence for the coexistence o f  two modes o f  binding lias been 
obtained from equilibrium investigations o f  the interaction with ENA 
o f  EB (Ref. 21 and Ref. 40), DM (Ref. 41) and other drugs (Ref. 42), 
and from kinetic studies, which enable the sequence o f  the events 
involved in the binding process to be determined (Ref. 43 and Ref. 44). 
Intercalation is  the 'strong' mode o f  binding, predominating at low 
drug to DNA-phosphate ('D /P ') ra tios . At large D/P ratios, after the 
strong binding reaches saturation at about one drug per 4 - 5  bases, a 
'weak' mode o f binding becomes observable, usually by the d istinct 
change in slope o f  the corresponding Scatchard p lot (Ref. 45).
The 'weak' mode o f  binding is present on its  own in the 
interaction o f  the drugs with single stranded polynucleotides (Ref. 46) 
and polyelectrolytes, such as polyphosphate, oolvstyren sulphonic acid, 
polyvinyl alcohol (Ref. 21, Ref. 47 and Ref. 48). Because o f  the 
ion ic strength sen sitiv ity , i t  is  generally accepted that both in 
these cases and in the interaction with DMA the 'weak' mode o f  binding 
consists in an e lectrosta tic  attachment o f  the cation ic drug molecules 
(the drugs being usually protonated at neutral pH) along the negatively 
charged backbone o f  the polymers (Ref. 49).
The determination o f  the distribution o f  the drug molecules 
between the two bound states is  a d i f f ic u lt  task because both inter­
8calated and monomeric externally bound species display the same soectral 
characteristic, namely a v is ib le  absorption band red shifted and hypo­
chromic relative to that o f  the free molecules (Ref. 44; see also Chanter 
4). In the case o f  RB, the two species can be differentiated on the 
basis o f their fluorescence, since the intercalated drug lias an 
enhanced fluorescence quantum y ie ld  (Ref. 21 and Ref. SO). However, in 
general, fluorescence estimates o f the fraction o f  intercalated drug 
should be treated with caution, since the fluorescence quantum yield  is 
a highly unpredictable parameter. Ror example, the fluorescence o f  
the intercalated daunomycin is  quenched (Ref. 51), whereas for certain 
acridines the fluorescence quantun y ie ld  is a function o f  the DMA base 
composition (Ref. 52). An estimation o f  the tota l concentration o f  
bound ligand in a drug-polynucleotide complex raises fewer problems 
and can be obtained by spectroscopic methods (Ref. 49; see also Section 
2 .2 ), equilibrium d ia lysis (Ref. 55), ultracentrifugation (Ref. 54; see 
also Section 4 .1 ), or the solvent-partition method (Ref. 55).
A number o f simple, planar dye m olecules, such as the acridines, 
are characterized by a tendency to  aggregate by stacking in concentrated 
aqueous solutions, the v is ib le  absorption spectrum o f the aggregate 
usually being blue-shifted relative to that o f  the monomer dye.
Similar interactions, with the display o f the corresponding blue shifted 
band o f  the stacked aggregates, are found to take place among acridine 
molecules bound at neighbouring s ite s , at the exterior o f  the polymer 
chains in acrid ine-polyclectrolyte or acridine-DMA complexes o f  D/P 
ratios near to unity (Ref. 49 and Ref. 56). Such behaviour is  not 
observed with ethidium bromide and the anthracyclines, probably 
because o f s te r ic  restrictions to close contact imposed by their side 
groups. However, an ethidium derivative devoid o f  the phenyl 
substituent gains similar stacking behaviour as the acridines (Ref. 55).
0The formation o f such stacked drug aggregates substantiates the 
existence o f an external mode o f  binding o f the drugs to the TTJA.
The coexistence o f  two modes o f  drug binding w ill be one o f  the central 
asnects investigated in this thesis.
It should be mentioned that with ethidium-RNA complexes the 
molecular steps involved in binding are to a large extent similar to 
those o f  the ethidium-DNA complexes, for which the 'strong' type o f  
binding is  the intercalation . Evidence fo r  this comes from kinetic 
studies (Ref. 57), the absorption spectra (Ref. 40), the shape o f  the 
Scatchard p lots and the enhanced fluorescence (Ref. 21 and Ref. 58). 
However, the existing intercalation models have always referred to 
B-tyne DMA and never considered e x p lic it ly  the case o f  the polynucleo­
tides confined to an A-tyne structure, like  the RNA. The question 
thus arises whether an intercalative mode o f  binding would be possible 
in a polynucleotide structure other than the R form. This ooint w ill 
be taken up in Chapter 6.
1.4 Outline o f  the project
The discussion presented in the previous sections lias shorn 
that the b io log ica l a ctiv ity  o f  several drugs re lies  on their interaction 
with the DMA, in particular on the p o ss ib ility  o f  intercalation into the 
ENA h elix . The previous investigations in this f ie ld  were carried out 
on drug-fNA comolexes in two phases: in solution and in solid  state.
The aim o f  the present project is  to continue these investigations and 
to draw a link between the nronerties displayed by these complexes in 
the two phases.
The solution behaviour o f  erithidium bromide and the anthracyclines 
is  dominated by drug -  drug, drug -  solvent, drug -  counterion and
in
drug -  1HA interactions, the spectroscopic e ffe cts  o f  vMch are often 
d if f ic u lt  to d ifferen tia te . (The sim ilarity between the absorption 
spectra o f  the intercalated and externally bound drug is  discussed in 
the previous section .)
The f ir s t  aim therefore is  to characterize these interactions, 
searching fo r  common features and differences between the two types o f  
drugs (Chanter 4).
For complexes in the so lid  state, fib re  X-ray d iffraction  is 
the most powerful technique to relate the changes in the nolvnucleotide 
structure to the presence o f  the intercalating drugs. However, the 
nrevious X-ray d iffraction  experiments were designed primarily for 
proving that certain drugs intercalate, rather than fo r  obtaining 
quantitative estimates o f  the fraction o f  drug molecules actually 
intercalated in the fib re . As fo r  the simultaneous existence o f an 
external mode o f binding, the so lid  state investigations have not 
considered this p o ss ib ility  e x p lic it ly . It  is  f e l t  that the X-ray 
d iffraction  technique is capable o f providing much more information in 
this context. An extensive X-ray d iffra ction  study o f  the variation 
o f  the helix  parameters with the relative humidity and the drug 
content was carried out (Chapter 6 ), in order to determine quantitatively 
the distribution o f  the drug among the d ifferent modes o f  binding and to 
make estimates o f  the unwinding angle(s) o f  the DMA helix at the site  o f  
intercalation.
In order to c la r ify  the binding behaviour o f  the drug in the 
fib re s , i t  was considered beneficia l to conplement the fibre  X-ray 
d iffraction  by linear dichroism (in the v is ib le  range) and birefringence 
studies o f  the fib res. .Although these techniques played a major role 
in the understanding o f  intercalation and polynucleotide structure (see 
Section 1 .1 ), they have hardly been exploited in fib re  work (Ref. 50).
The measurement o f  fibre  dichroism requires the accurate
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recording o f  absorotion spectra o f  small selected regions o f  highly 
absorbant snecimens, for  which suitable instruments are not generalIv 
available. Thus, to enable the measurement o f the dichroism and 
birefringence o f  the same fibre specimens îvhich are used in the X-ray 
d iffraction  study, i t  was decided to construct a microspectrophotometer 
with nolarized light fa c i l it ie s  (Chapter 3).
While the X-ray d iffraction  technique provides information 
mainly on the drug species which is  intercalated, the fibre  dichroism 
re fle c ts  the state o f  both intercalated and non-intercalated species 
present in the fibre . At the same time, the birefringence, idiich 
re fle cts  the optical anisotropy o f  both drug and polynucleotide bases, 
provides information on the polynucleotide structure and the degree o f  
internal ordering in the specimen, thus complementing both dichroism 
and X-ray d iffraction  techniques. It is  envisaged that by measuring 
the dichroism and birefringence o f  fibres as a function o f  relative 
humidity, in para llel with the X-ray d iffraction  measurements, the 
combined data w ill provide information on the orientation o f  both 
externally bound and intercalated drug species relative to the fibre  
axis. ?foreover, a study o f  the absorption spectra recorded from fibres 
m i l  provide the link between the properties o f  the complex in so lid  
state and in solution.
It is  hoped that by combining information obtained by these 
techniques, one w ill be able, on the one hand, to understand better the 
structure o f the polynucleotide fibres and, on the other hand, to 
characterize the state o f  the drug in the fib re , both in its  intercalated 
and externally-bound forms.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL TEG  NIQ1JES
2.1 The materials
The ENA was highly polymerised Calf Thymus DNA (sodium salt) 
obtained from Miles. Hie double stranded synthetic RNA poly I noly C 
was obtained from Sigma. The drugs Adriamycin and Daunomvcin 
(Farmitalia, Milan) were a g ift  from Processor A. Di Marco. Ethidium 
bromide was obtained from Roots and Toltiidine Rlue from Curr. All the 
reagents v/ere o f analytic grade. Class -  d is t il le d  water was used 
throughout.
The DMA was deproteinized according to the following procedure 
(Ref. 1): the ENA was f ir s t  dissolved at 1 mg/nl in 0.001M NaCl a fter 
which the sa lt concentration was increased to 0.1M. It  was then mixed 
with an equal volume o f  freshly d is t il le d  phenol, saturated with a NaCl 
solution o f  the same ion ic strength. After 20 minutes o f  gentle shaking 
the mixture was separated in the centrifuge, the aqueous layer from the 
top recovered and poured over an equal volume o f  propanol. The 
precipitated ENA was collected  with a glass rod, washed in 803 ethanol, 
acetone and then dried. The purification  procedure was repeated 1 - 3  
times. Finally, the ENA was dissolved in 0.001M NaCl at 1 mg/ml 
concentration (approx. 3mM, the average molecular weight per nucleotide 
being 330). The molar absorptivity at 260ym was taken as 6600 (Mon)” * 
representing an average o f  several published values (Ref. 2). To obtain 
the lithium sa lt o f  the DNA, LiCl m s used throughout the pu rification  in 
place o f  NaCl.
The synthetic RNA was used without pu rifica tion . .An ion ic 
strength greater than 0.03M had to be used in order to ensure that i t
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remained double stranded (Ref. 3).
The drugs were dissolved in rater. The molecular weight o f  
EB is  395 and the absorptivity at 480pn is  equal to 5600 01cm) (Ref. 4). 
The molecular weights o f  ADM HC1 and DM HC1 are 580.0 and 563.5 (Ref. 5 ). 
It was assumed that the absorptivity value o f  9860 (*fcm) \  at 48f>im, 
quoted in the literature for 111 (Ref. 6 ), also held for ADM.
No buffer was used in this work, except where indicated (see 
section 4 .1 .1 ). Occasionally, the pi I o f  the samples was measured and 
found to be close to neutrality.
Solutions o f  drug -  DNA complexes were prepared by gently pouring 
drug solutions over an approximately equal volume oT DNA solution and 
stirr in g . This ensured uniform mixing without nrecinitating. The ion ic 
strength o f  the components was adjusted to  the desired value prior to 
mixing. Control samples o f  DNA without drug rare prepared for  every 
mixture.
The absorption spectra o f  the mixtures were recorded on a Cary 
118C Spectrophotometer having the DNA control samples in the reference 
c e l l .  In the v is ib le  range, this arrangement cancelled out the e ffe c t  
o f  ligh t scattering due to the macromolecular phase, and in the IJV it  
enabled the contribution o f  the drug to the absorption o f  the mixture to 
be recorded separately (see section 4 .2 .2 ).
2.2 A least squares method for the two component analysis o f solution 
spectra
A computer program based on a least squares method was developed 
to  analyse the v is ib le  absorption spectra o f  drug -  DNA mixtures in terms 
o f  two given library spectra. The library spectra belong to the two 
components present in the complex : the free and the bound drug. (The 
va lid ity  o f this assumption r a i l  be discussed in section 4 .2 ). The
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spectrum o f the free drug is  obtained from a pure drug solution o f  known 
concentration. The spectrum o f  the bound drug is  that o f  a mixture o f 
very large phosphate-to-drug, P/D, ratio  in which a ll the drug may be 
assumed bound (Ref. 7).
In princip le, the function
m _ n
0 = E (A°j -  Acj ) z (2.1)
j-1
is obtained where A°j are the observed absorbances (the spectrum o f the 
cmixture), and A j are the absorbances 'ca lcu lated ' in terms o f  the known 
absorptivities a^, a2 and the unknown concentrations c^, c  ^ o f  the two 
components according to the formula:
A = a^c^ + a2c 9 (2.2)
Die sum runs over the points corresponding to  m wavelengths.
The 'b e s t ' values for c^ and c 2 are those for which 0 is  
minimum, situation which is  achieved when the derivatives o f 0 with 
respect to and c 2 vanish: 
m
E (A°j -  A j )  dACi = 0, i  -  1,2 (2.3)
j-1  HTT*"
Ry solving the two equations (2 .3 ), the concentrations o f free and 
bound drug in the mixture are obtained.
I t  may be noted that this treatment can be regarded as an 
extension o f Peacocke and Skerrett's method (Ref. 7) fo r  obtaining the 
fraction  o f  bound drug, f ,  based on measuring the absorbances at one 
wavelength only:
A, -  A 
f  = _ i____ (2.4)
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Indeed, making the notations:
£ = + C2) , -  a^Cp A  ^ ~ ^2^2 * C2»5)
i t  is  easy to verify  that the equations (2.2) and (2.4) are equivalent.
The advantage o f  the least squares method is  that i t  re lie s  on 
the entire absorption spectrum, thus compensating for random errors. It  
can be easily  extended to take into account more components, in the IJV 
for example. The departure from Beer's Law o f  one component (or toth) 
may not be a problem i f  an iterative procedure is  adopted. For example, 
in the case o f  the acridines (Ref. 8, 9 ), which display a marked 
redistribution o f  the band intensities as a result o f  aggregation at high 
concentrations, a library o f  spectra o f  the dyes at d ifferent 
concentrations should be available. In each cycle o f refinement one 
would use the library corresponding to the concentration obtained in 
the previous stage.
The computer program received the input spectra d ig itized  with 
the aid o f  a "D-mac" pencil-follow er. In addition to determining the 
concentrations and , the computer program also calculated and plotted 
against wavelength the 'd iscrepan cies ', aA, defined by:
A\j = A°i -  Acj (2.6)
The program was tested on spectra consisting o f two gaussians 
added in various proportions accompanied by various levels o f noise.
The concentrations obtained were the expected ones in a ll the cases, 
only the &A values fluctuated over a wider band i f  the noise was greater. 
However, by shifting the baseline o f  one o f the input spectra, the ¿A 
p lot looked like a reduced image o f  th is spectrum. On the basis o f  this 
finding, the p lo t o f  aA was used as a check o f  the com patibility o f  the 
library  spectra with the spectrum to be analyzed.
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2.3 Oriented drug -  DMA fibres
The drug -  TT\TA complexes were concentrated by spinning for 
about 10 hours in an MSB ultracentrifuge at 40,000 mm. F.ach 10ml 
centrifuge tube contained lmg o f  DNA (the P/D ratios ranged over up to 
two orders o f  magnitude). With an ion ic strength around 0.005M NaCl 
an excellent pe lle t was obtained. With lo w r  ion ic strengths (0.001) 
the sedimentation was not comnlete and with larger ion ic strengths (over 
0.02) the p e lle t was too compact. For mixtures more dilute than lmg FNA 
in 10ml, f i ltra t io n  through Diaflo membranes was found more convenient 
than the ultracentifugation.
A dron o f the concentrated drug -  FNA mixture from the p e lle t  
was placed in between the rounded tips o f  two glass rods about 1mm apart. 
As the evaporation proceeded, the DNA helices tended to align along the 
direction joining the two t ip s , resulting in an oriented fibre . In 
order to prevent the crysta llization  o f the sa lt  in the fib re , the fibres 
o f  high ion ic strength were made in the cold room, lvhere they dried over 
a period o f  days.
The dry fibres were cut at one end and stored at room 
temperature and humidity.
2.4 The variation o f  the dimensions and birefringence o f  the fibres 
with the relative humidity
A 3mm thick disc-shaped humidity c e ll  was made to hold the fib re  
with it s  glass rod support and to f i t  onto the specimen stage o f  the 
polarizing microscope (Fig. 3 .3 ).
The c e l l  was flushed with nitrogen gas o f  controlled relative  
humidity. The gas was humidified by bubbling i t  through rater and then 
through a saturated solution o f  an appropriate salt (Ref. 10). The gas
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flow was adjusted so that the c e ll volume was replaced several times 
in one minute. The relative humidity (RH) was monitored with a paner 
hygrometer connected at the ex it o f  the c e l l .  (All the hygrometers 
from the laboratory were calibrated against this one). The hygrometer 
was not very accurate but readings reproducible within -  2 RH units 
were obtained for  repeated experiments with the same sa lt . Thus, the 
measured relative humidities form a self-consisten t se t, although the 
values obtained for the various sa lts were not alleys the ones listed  
by O'Brien (Ref. 10). The salts emoloved and the average relative 
humidities recorded at 21 -  23°C are listed  below:
Salt Nominal RH (O'Brien) % Average RH obtained %
1. Dry nitrogen — 33
2. Calcium chloride 33 53
3. Potasium carbonate 44 66
4. Sodium bromide 57 78
5. Sodium chlorate 75 85
6. Potasium chloride 86 91
7. Sodium tartrate 92 92
8. Potasium chlorate 98 94
Each experiment consisted in a series o f  measurements taken at 
progressively increasing relative humidities. The fib res  were 
allowed to equilibrate for  1 - 2  hours at each humidity.
The fibre  length (1) was measured between two vaterite crysta ls, 
as markers, conveniently selected on the edge o f  the fib re . The 
diameter o f  the fibre  (d) and birefringence were also measured next to a 
marker.
The birefringence was measured in white light with a Zeiss
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rotary compensator with a ca lc ite  p la te ; the fibre  was oriented parallel 
to the slow axis o f  the compensator, fo r  negative birefringences, and 
perpendicular to i t  for the rare case o f  positive birefringence. In 
order to distinguish the interference colours through the colour o f  a 
drug -  DNA fibre the 60W microscope illuminator was run at it s  maximum 
voltage and the condenser aperture was fu lly  open. An infra-red f i l t e r  
was placed below the condenser to protect the specimen from heating.
The angular position  (q) o f  the ca lc ite  plate at which the
dark band o f  compensation appeared was recorded for every humidity. The
accuracy o f  the measurement suffered due to the fact that the relative
dispersion ( i .e .  wavelength dependence) o f  the birefringence o f  the
fibre was not matched by that o f  the compensator. The manufacturers o f
the compensator reckoned that for t i l t  angles over 20° the zero-order
band would not be black, or i f  a near black band was seen it  would not be
o f zero order; at intermediary pathdifferences the near black band would
be replaced by two coloured bands (Ref. 11). The problem was overcome
as suggested by Hartshome and Stuart (Ref. 12). The band that was
dark at the highest humidity, when the birefringence was lowest, was
assumed to be o f  genuine zero order (9 min). This band was followed as
the specimen was dried down. IVhen the equilibration at the low humidity
was reached, the distance (ftc) , in degrees, from this band (now coloured)
to the dark band (9 , the fa lse fringe o f  compensation) was determined.
A ll the angles 0-, between 9 and 9 . recorded for  intermediaryiiuiX min
humidites were then corrected in a progressive fashion, according to the 
formula:
»  (corrected) = 8 -  8 J 8  -  % „ )  (2.7)
The corrected angles o f compensation were converted into path 
differences by interpolating in the table provided by the manufacturers 
o f  the compensator. The birefringence (An) was calculated as the
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ratio  o f  the pathdifference to the fibre diameter (eqn. 5.5, section 
5 .1 .2 ).
As the relative humidity was increased, the volume o f the fibre 
increased by a factor f ,  Riven by:
f  = (d/do) 2( l / l o) (2.8)
where dQ, 1 are the orig in a l, low humidity dimensions. As a
consequence, the concentration o f  the birefringent material and the
birefringence decreased by the same factor. The birefringence may be
normalized to the low humidity condition with the formula:
An = f  An (2.9)n
In what follow s, the birefringence values are quoted after having been 
normalized according to the equation (2 .9 ).
2.5 Fibre X-ray d iffraction
Fibre X-ray d iffraction  (XRD) photographs were taken with 
n ickel filte re d  copper Ka radiation, on f la t  film , using a Searle camera 
with torroidal optics mounted on an E llio tt  rotating-anode generator, or 
in pinhole cameras mounted on Hilgers generators. The pinhole cameras 
were more suitable fo r  cases when only a small region o f the fibre  was 
to  be X-rayed.
The fibres were sprinkled with a polycrystalline powder o f  
vaterite (precipitated calcium carbonate), known to produce a d iffraction  
ring corresponding to a spacing o f  3.4A, which was used for  calibration .
The X-ray cameras were flushed at a moderate rate with helium 
humidified by the same procedure as described in the previous section . 
Inside the cameras a pot containing the appropriate saturated salt 
solution was placed. At least one hour m s allowed for the humidity to 
equilibrate before each exposure. A hygrometer was placed inside the
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Searle camera (or connected at the ex it  o f  the ninhole camera) and the 
relative humidity was recorded at the end o f  each run.
The coordinates o f  the d iffraction  spots in the XRR photographs 
were measured with a two-dimensional travelling microscope. A computer 
program was written to convert the film  coordinates into reciprocal 
space parameters, according to the procedure outlined below.
In the f ir s t  part, the radius (R) and the coordinates (Xo,Yo) o f 
the centre o f the calibration ring are obtained by an iterative least 
squares method (developed by Dr. W.J. Digram). I t  involves the 
minimization o f  the function: 
m ^
ft -  E (r , -  R)Z (7.11)
J - l
with
T. = (X. -  Xo) 2 -  (Y. -  Yo) 2 2 (7.12)
where , Y^  are the coordinates o f  m points on the calibration ring. 
(For the f ir s t  cycle , XQ, Yq are taken as the average o f  a ll X^  , Y_., and 
R as the average o f  a ll r^). Next, the specimen to  film  distance (D) 
is  determined using the basic formula (Ref. 13):
I = l  sin G ta n '1 5) (7.13)
d X D
where X is  the wavelength (1.54 A, fo r  the Ka radiation), d is  the 
calibration spacing, and the distance (E) from the centre o f  the 
pattern to the d iffraction  spot is  substituted by R.
In the second part, the coordinates X, Y o f  the d iffraction  
spots are converted into the reciprocal space coordinates , ç, ç, using 
the formulae:
ç =
X(T>2 + F2)*
(7.14)
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Ç = Cl A) { 2 - x2ç2 - 2 ( 1  -xV)*n/(D2 + X2) j (7.15)
2.6 Absorption snectra and dichroic ratios o f  fibres and fibre 
sections
The absorption spectra o f  the fib re  specimens here recorded 
using a microspectronhotometer system based on a Zeiss Universal 
microscope. The construction o f  the microspectrophotometer is  
presented in Chapter 3. Recause o f  their large absorbance, only 
fibres with P/D ratios greater than 20 could be measured d irectly . For 
other P/D ratios longitudinal sections, 2 -  4 ym thick, were cut from 
the fibres by standard electron microscope techniques. The fibres were 
embedded in Spur's resin (Ref. 14) and allowed to polymerize at 37°C 
for 2 -  3 days. The sections were cut with a dry glass knife using a 
Reichert ultramicrotome. Each section was pressed firm ly in between 
two glass slides until the section adhered f la t  to one o f  the slides.
This slide  then became the bottom o f  the humidity c e l l  already mentioned 
in section 2.4. The relative humidity was controlled in the manner 
already described.
The specimen (fibre  or section) was placed on the rotating 
stage o f  the microspectrophotometer between crossed analyzer and 
polarizer and oriented for complete extinction . The analyzer was then 
removed. V isible absorption spectra were recorded for  the polarizer 
orientations perpendicular and parallel to  the fib re  axis under various 
relative humidity conditons.
The dichroic ratio (D) is  defined as the ratio  o f  the absorbance 
recorded with the light polarized perpendicular to  the fibre  to the 
absorbance recorded with the ligh t polarized para llel to the fibre  (eqn.
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7.1, section 7 .1 ). The variation o f  the dichroic ratio was followed 
as a function o f the relative humidity and interpreted quantitatively 
in terms o f the orientation o f the druy chromonhore in the specimen 
(Chapter 7).
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CHAPTER 3
THE CONSTRUCT I ON OF A MTCROSPECTROPHOTOMETER
3.1 Introduction
The construction o f  a single beam microspectronhotometer system 
with nolarized light fa c i l i t ie s ,  ooerating in the v is ib le  range, w ill be 
described in this chanter.
As i t  was pointed out in Chanter 1, such a niece o f  equipment 
was needed fo r  the study o f  the optical properties (particularly the 
dichroism) o f drug-nucleic acid specimens in so lid  state, thus complementing 
the studies nerformed on the same kind o f  snecimens using the X-ray 
d iffraction  technique. Besides their high cost, the cormerc ia lly  
available systems were not particu larly suitable fo r  this type o f  work.
The system described in this chapter combines favourably a high performance 
and f le x ib i l it y  with a low constructional cost. A l i s t  o f the selected 
components (indicating their manufacturers) is  given in an appendix at the 
end o f  the chapter.
The chanter begins with a presentation o f  the relevant background 
theory and continues with detailed description o f tire system. Finally, 
the nerformance o f the apparatus w ill be assessed and practical aspects 
related to the work with fibre snecimens (such as the cylindrica l lens 
e ffe c t  Slight scattering) w ill be outlined.
A microspectronhotometer records transmission or absorption 
spectra o f  microscopic specimens. The transmittance at a wavelength X 
is  defined as:
where I is  the intensity o f  light emerging from the snecimen (the
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"transmitted" in tensity ), and I is  the intensity o f  the incident beam, 
which should be the same as the intensity o f  light reaching the 
detector in the absence o f  the specimen (called "background" intensity).
A p lo t o f  Tx against X is  a transmission snectrum.
The absorbance at a wavelength X is  defined by:
\  = - l0*10 Tx f3-2’
thus: Ax = log Io -  log I (3.3)
In other words, the absorbance can he expressed as a difference o f  the 
logarithms o f  the two in tensities.
A consequence o f  the relation (3.1) is  that wavelength-dependent 
factors, such as the detector sen sitiv ity , the output o f  the lamp, the 
reflectance o f  the d iffraction  grating, etc. have the same multiplying 
e ffe c t  on both the numerator and denominator and, therefore, the ratio 
(the transmittance) remains a property o f  the specimen alone.
In a single beam spectrophotometer the background and transmitted 
intensities are recorded separately. The operations (3.1) or (3.3) 
would s t i l l  y ie ld  the correct spectrin , provided the optical and electron ic 
parameters o f  the spectrometer remained unaltered during the time taken to 
make the two recordings. From the above considerations i t  emerges that 
s ta b ility  is  an essential requirement fo r  a single beam system.
.3.2 The Basic Design
The microspectrophotometer lias two basic parts. The f i r s t  is  
the optica l system, including a conventional microscope, an arrangement 
to illuminate the specimen with pulsed monochromatic light and an 
attachment to the microscope head to  house the light detector, which is  
a photomultiplier. The second is  the electron ic system. It amplifies 
the photomultiplier signal by pliase sensitive detection and displays the
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light intensity (or its  logarithm) as a function o f wavelength.
The optical path can he followed in Fig. 3.1. The white light 
from the source (S) is  focused onto the entrance s l i t  o f  the mono­
chromator O'1C). The monochromator disperses i t  and focuses a selected 
wavelength at the ex it s l i t .  The widths o f  the two s l i t s  control the 
spectral bandwidth and the intensity o f  the light that w ill ultimately 
illuminate the specimen.
The emergent beam, period ica lly  interrupted by a chopper (a I), 
illuninates a rectangular aperture (F). A 45° mirror 001) jo in s up 
the optical axis o f  the monochromator section with the optical axis o f 
the microscope. The substage condenser (C) forms a reduced image o f
the aperture F in the plane o f  the specimen. F is  equivalent to the 
f ie ld  diaphragm (FI) o f  the conventional microscope. The size o f  the 
aperture determines the area in the ob ject plane that w ill be illuminated.
The Universal microscope has a beam sp litte r  (not shown in the 
diagram), which directs the ligh t either to the inclined binocular head 
(position normally employed for viewing the specimen), or into the 
vertica l tube which carries the eyepiece (E ), or both. The column o f  the 
photomultiplier is  an extension o f  the vertica l tube o f  the microscope, 
the photomultiplier being at the top end.
A part o f  the main beam branches o f f  at the level o f  the tr ip le  
mirror (T) enabling the observation o f  the specimen through the viewer pQ. 
The object plane is  imaged midway up the column in the plane o f the 
measuring aperture (NO. The role o f  M is  to isola te  from the image o f  
the specimen only the area the transmittance o f  which is  to be measured.
With the aid o f a prism (P) light from a p ilo t  lamp (PL) can be 
projected down through M. The tr ip le  mirror (T) d irects i t  towards the 
viewer where the image o f  the measuring aperture becomes superimposed 
onto the fie ld  o f  view. The size  o f  M is  adjustable but i t  is  always
FIG. 3. 1 O P T ICRL D I R G R R M  OF THE M I C R O - S P E C T R O - P H O T O M E T E F
( 8-LIOHT SOURCE, LC-LAMP CONDENSER, MC—MONOCHROMATOR, CH-LIQHT CHOPPER, 
r ' r 1 -(r 1ELD RpERTUREQ» MR-BWINOOUT MIRROR, C-3U0 STAGE CONDENSER, OP- 
OBTECT PLANE (SPECIMEN STAGE), O-OBTECTIVE LENS, E-EYEPIECE, T-TRIPLE 
MIRROR, V-VIEWER, M-MEASURING APERTURE, P-8UIN0 OUT PRISM, PL-PILOT 
LAMP, PM-PHOTOMULTIPLIER, SM-STEPPING MOTOR, R-RAMP GENERATOR ).
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central in the f ie ld  o f view.
The diagram o f the microspectronhotometer system is  shown in 
fu ll  in Fig. 3.2:
The lamp and the photomultiplier are fed from their own 
stabilized  nower supplies. Their constant performance is  an essential 
requirement for  a single beam system.
The monochromator scans the v is ib le  spectrum at the desired 
rate, its  shaft being turned by a steeping motor controlled from a 
separate unit.
The light chopper is  driven by a unit which also provides a 
reference voltage at the frequency o f  modulation.
The photomultiplier w ill produce a signal proportional to the 
ligh t intensity incident onto i t .  Recause o f  the light being chopped 
the signal w ill have a square wave form. The signal m i l  be accompanied 
by a level o f  noise -  either e le c tr ic  pick-up or noise originating in 
the photomultiplier (surface leakage or spontaneous electron emission).
The phase-sensitive detector (lock-in  am plifier), which acts 
in synchronization with the light chopper, m i l  separate the information­
carrying signal from the noise and produce a DC voltage proportional to 
the light intensity.
The output o f  the phase-sensitive detector is  displayed either 
d ire ctly , or a fter logarithmic am plification. The output produces the 
*Y' deflection  on a two-dimensional graph p lo tter . The ’ X' deflection  
is  linear with the wavelength and is  produced by a ramp voltage from a 
potentiometer which is  turned by the monochromator shaft.
The range control unit ensures that the spectra are always 
scanned between the same pre-selected wavelengths.
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3.3 The construction o f  the microspectrophotometer
The optical components. The central part o f  the system is  the Zeiss 
polarizing microscope ( f ig . 3 .3 ). It is  equipped with Neofluar 
objectives and an achromatic-aplanatic bright f ie ld  condenser ivith a 
0.63 numerical aperture front lens. (This numerical aperture would best 
match the rest o f  the optical system). The column o f  the photomultiplier 
is  clamped to the microscope through an adaptor. The microscope is  
r ig id ly  fixed onto a table. The rest o f  the optical components are 
damned on an optical bench which is  separated from the microscope. Its  
position relative to the microscope can be adjusted with the heln o f  
levellin g  screws.
Tiie light source is  a 12v, 100W quartz-iodine lam  equipped with 
a quartz condenser. The filament lamp was preferred to an arc source 
because o f  greater sta b ility .
The monochromator was selected fo r  it s  high radiance and low 
stray ligh t. It is  o f  a symmetric Czemy-Tumer design, equipped with a 
plane re flection  grating blazed at 500pm and front-surface aluminized 
plane and concave mirrors with IfcF,, overcoating. The entrance and the 
exit s l i t s  are ruled on quartz plates and can be set for band passes o f  
l-2-5-10-20nm. A sine-drive changes the wavelength linearly with the 
angle o f  rotation and the wavelength is  displayed d ig ita lly . A ten- 
turn potentiometer was r ig id ly  coupled at right angles to  the 
monochromator drive shaft by means o f two bevelled gears. This 
potentiometer nrovides the ramo voltage proportional to the wavelength.
The stepping motor was flex ib ly  coupled to the end o f  the shaft and the 
steeping motor control unit enables the scanning o f  the v is ib le  spectrum 
in both directions at a continuously adjustable soeed. A revolution 
reoresents 100pm and the wavelength increments are o f  either 0.5 or 
0 .25pm ner stem.
F I G .  3.  3 T H E  M I C R O S P E C T R O P H O T O M E T E R
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The ligh t modulator is  a compact vibrating-vane chopper 
operating at the frequency o f  110Hz. A synchronous sine lvave output is  
provided for driving the reference input o f  the phase sensitive-detector.
The f ie ld  aperture is  a fou r-lea f diaphragm o f  continuously 
adjustable size . Its centring mount is  damned on the holder o f  the 
45° mirror. The mirror holder is  adjustable, firmly fixed on the 
optical bench, and does not rest on the microscope. The 45° mirror 
is  front surfaced. It can swing out ivhen the microscope is  to \n used 
with it s  oi\n ligh t source.
The alignment o f  the optical components is  essential for  
minimizing the stray light and is  carried out in two stages. The f i r s t  
stage, in which the monochromator is  removed from the bench, consists in 
achieving a unique optical axis for the lamp, it s  condenser lens, the 
45° mirror and the optical axis o f  the microscope, such that the image o f  
the s l i t  o f  the lamp condenser is  in the centre o f  the f ie ld  o f  view o f 
the microscope. In the next stage the monochromator is  set along the 
same optica l axis. The chopper is  then mounted and centered such that
the square-wave photomultiplier signal, monitored on a cathode-ray 
screen, indicates equal intervals o f  light and dark.
The Detection System. The photomultiplier is  a "side-on" RG\ type 
931A tube, operated at lkV from its  own stabilized  power supply. The 
signal is developed across a load resistor  o f  56 Kohm. The quantum 
e ffic ien cy  (or the response) o f  the photomultiplier as function o f  
wavelength is  shorn in Fig. 3.4. Fig. 3.7 shows the characteristic 
spectrum (or the "background intensity") recorded in absence o f  any 
specimen. The b e ll-lik e  shape o f  the intensity curve arises from the 
combined e ffe c t  o f  the photomultiplier response (which is  greater in the
blue region o f the spectrum), o f  the em issivity o f  the lamp (which is
F13. O. 4 SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF THE PHOTOMULTIPLIER
( ARBITR. UNITO )
AND THE EMISSIVITY OF THE LAMP
OUTPUT
L1 9HT INTENSITY
FIB.3.0 INTENSITY OF LIGHT TRANSMITTED BY A CYLINDRICAL DNA FIBRE 
AS FUNCTION OF THE FRACTION OF THE FIBRE DIAMETER ILLUMINATED. THE 
MEASURING APERTURE HAD THE SAME WIDTH A8 THE FIBRE. <FIDRE DIAMETER 
O. 1 MM. WAVELENGTH 020 NM, RELATIVE HUMIDITY 70 V. )
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greater towards the infra-red end o f  the spectrum, as shorn in Fig. 3.4)
and o f  the blazing o f the d iffra ction  grating (which has a maximum 
reflectance around 500nm).
The phase sensitive-detector is  a conventional Rrookdeal 
lock-in  am plifier. The logarithmic amplifier was bu ilt as a separate 
unit. It  incorporates an Ancom integrated c ir cu it  and stabilized  
power supplies. The input is  fed via a in Kolim load resistor . The 
choice o f  the load and the adjustments to the external resistors were 
made so tliat the output would he zero for 0.01 V input and every ten -fold  
increase in input would increase the output by IV. (This means that a 
specimen which causes the output to  drop by 1 V has an optical density 
o f  unity.)
For convenience, a range-control unit was b u ilt , which provides 
the following fa c i l it ie s :  i )  stops the stepping motor drive at the two 
extreme values o f  a pre-selected wavelength range; i i )  depresses the 
pen o f  the p lotter  at the beginning o f  a scan and l i f t s  i t  up at the end. 
The c ir cu it  diagram is shown in Fig. 3.6. It is  based on two voltage 
comparators (710 -  operational am plifiers) and an "exclusive-OR" gate 
which activates a compound relay that performs the operations i)  and i i )  
mentioned above. The ramp voltage is  input via  a f ie ld -e f fe c t  
transistor which acts as a buffer. The "window" voltages are set by 
two potentiometers. The gate is  ON when only one o f  the comparators is 
ON, i . e .  when the ramp is  between the two selected extremes. The push­
buttons are fo r  over-riding the OFF situation at the start o f  a scan.
The unit also incorporates a negative o ffse t  for  the output ramp voltage.
The X-Y p lo tter  is  an A3 format Bryans recorder. The curves 
plotted represent light intensity (or its  logarithm) versus wavelength.
In order to obtain the absorption spectrum o f  a specimen two consecutive 
scans are required, as explained in section 3 .1 : the f i r s t  one, giving
E L E C T R O N I C  WINDOW OR H IG H  RND LOW
V O L T A G E  CO M PARATO R
TO CUT OFF DRIVE
MOTOR DRIVEN POT NEGATIVE OFFSET
FIO. a. O THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR THE RANGE CONTROL UNIT 
OF THE MlCRO—SPECTRO—PHOTOMETER.
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the "transmitted" intensity, and the second one, for the "background" 
intensity (see Pig. 3 .7 ). A ll the settings, i . e .  the position o f  the 
polarizer, the magnification and the openings o f  the fie ld  and measuring 
apertures have to remain the same for  the two scans. The two curves 
thus obtained are used to  calculate the absorbance, using formula (3 .3 ). 
This operation is  best done using the comnuter. The curves are fed 
into the computer in d ig ita l fom  with the aid o f  the "D-mac" pencil 
follower. A comnuter program, written by the author, processes the 
data and p lots the desired spectra.
It would be possib le , as a development o f  the microspectrophoto­
meter, to record the data d irectly  on paper tape at constant wavelength 
intervals. This could be easily  achieved by connecting the PCI) output 
o f  the d ig ita l voltmeter to  a teletype. The "act" ("punch") signal 
is  already available from the stepping-motor drive unit.
3.4 The performance
The monochromator was f ir s t  calibrated against one o f  the known 
emission lines o f a cadmium source by setting the displayed wavelength to 
the correct value. The wavelengths o f  the other emission lines were 
then obtained with an accuracy o f  -  lnm.
The absorption spectrum o f  a standard blue f i l t e r  compared 
favourably with the spectrum o f the same f i l t e r  recorded on the Cary 
spectrophotometer as show in Fig. 3.8. The agreement bet wen the two 
spectra is  remarkably good in the range between 410 and filOpm. The 
accuracy o f  the reproduction breaks down fo r  wavelengths greater than 
610m, which is ,  in fa c t , the region where the intensity o f  the recorded 
signals becomes very low. Correct absorbance values were also 
obtained for  calibrated neutral density f i l t e r s ,  for  any orientation o f 
the polarizer and irrespective o f  the magnification employed, provided
F I G .  3 . 7
B L U E  F I L T E R -  T R A N S M I S S I O N  S P E C T R U M .
MAVH.CKVTH, Nil
FIG. 3. 8
(ABSORPTION S P E O T R R  OF R BLUE F ILTER
FULL LINEi RECORDED WITH THE MICROSPECTROPHOTOMETER 
DRSHED LINEt RECORDED WITH THE CflRV SPECTROPHOTOMETER
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the transmitted and background in tensities were recorded in the same 
conditions (see previous section ).
The dynamic range o f  the sen sitiv ity  o f  the system was tested 
iitith neutral density f i l t e r s  superimposed over the blue f i l t e r .  With 
lnm bandpass, maximum measuring aperture and time constant o f  3 seconds 
the features o f the spectrum o f the blue f i l t e r  could s t i l l  be identified  
up to a tota l optical density o f  5. The electron ic noise started to be 
troublesome fo r  optical densities greater than 4.
The optical densities measured in the non-transmitting regions 
o f several cu t -o ff  f i lt e r s  were o f  the order o f  3.5 for 2nm bandpass, 
indicating approximately 0.03$ heterochromatic stray ligh t. The 
presence o f homochromatic stray lieh t was inferred from the flattening 
o f  the absorbance peaks fo r  optica l densities over 3, but this was very 
much dependent on the specimen used.
The thermal, mechanic and electron ic s ta b ility  o f  the svstem 
was found satisfactory . The wavelength was stable within 1 nanometre.
3.5 Practical aspects related to the work hath fibres
The nature o f  the bright streak seen along the middle o f  a 
cy lindrica l specimen was investigated using a transparent DMA fib re .
The streak seemed to be loca lized  just above the upper surface o f the 
fib re . The measured intensity o f  the ligh t transmitted bv the fibre 
is  p lotted  as a function o f  the width o f  the fie ld  aperture in Pig. 3.5.
The intensity increases linearly  i f  the iddth o f  the illuninated 
area is  small compared to the size o f  the fib re . In this case the upper 
and lower surfaces o f the fibre  are almost planar and para lle l and i t  is  
even possible to distinguish the outlines o f the f ie ld  aperture through 
the fib re . For larger apertures th* linear relationship is  no longer
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obeyed and when the width o f  the image o f the fie ld  anerture approaches 
that o f the fibre the recorded intensity is  p ractica lly  constant. This 
is  because o f  the cylindrical lens e ffe c t  o f  the fib re  which makes the 
outer rays be deflected by an angle larger than the angle corresponding 
to the numerical aperture o f  the ob jective . In addition, the outer 
rays, incident at near tangential angles, have an increased probability 
o f suffering reflections both at the surface o f  the fibre  and internally, 
(Ref. 1). Because o f  a smaller amount o f  light reaching the detector 
the absorbance o f  the specimen m i l  appear greater.
In the subsequent work the f ie ld  aperture m s normally set as to 
illuminate 2/3rds o f  the width o f  the fib re , as a comoromise between 
minimizing the e ffe c t  just mentioned and having the largest amount o f 
ligh t. Under these conditions i t  m s found that the amount o f  light 
recorded did not depend c r it ic a l ly  on the level at which the specimen m s 
focused.
Fig. 7.3b shows the spectrum recorded from a PNA fib re , for  two 
d ifferent orientations o f  the polarizer relative  to the fib re  axis.
The DMA has no absorption band in the v is ib le  region. However, one 
recorded an absorbance o f  the order o f  0.3 O.D. units (about 15’0 larger 
at 450ym than at 600ym), which is  the combined result o f  the cy lin drica l 
lens e ffe c t  mentioned above and o f the light scattering by the specimen 
(particu larly by salt cry sta llite s  and impurities present in the f ib r e ) .
One should be aware o f  the fa ct that these e ffe cts  are also 
present in the absorption spectra o f  the drug-DNA fibres  and allowance 
should be made fo r  them in order to obtain absolute absorbance values. 
Typical ’ p a ra lle l' and 'perpendicular' absorption spectra obtained from 
an adriamycin-ENA fibre  are shorn in Fig. 7.3a. A correction for the 
vertica l displacement o f  the baseline may lx? performed by reference to
a wavelength where the drug does not absorb (see section 7 .2 .1 ).
The e ffe c t  o f  the convergence o f  the illuminating rays,
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encountered in the optica l systems o f  large numerical apertures was 
shorn by Seeds (Ref. 2) to be neg lig ib le . For example, there would 
be an increase o f  the absorbance o f  about U  when a specimen o f  unit 
optical density was measured through an objective o f  0.3 numerical 
aperture.
The e ffe ct  o f  the fluorescence o f  the specimen was also 
investigated. I f  the specimen fluoresces, the light intensity (T) 
normally reaching the detector is  increased by the quantity
IF "  Q-I0 > (3.4)
where Q takes into account the fluorescence quantum yield  o f  the 
specimen, the sen sitiv ity  o f  the detector to the fluoresced wavelength 
and the numerical aperture o f  the ob jective . Using the equations 
(4.1) and (4 .4 ), the recorded transmittance is  given by:
T recorded = * * -  T true + Q , (3.5)
Io
which shows that the disturbing e ffe c t  o f  the fluorescence is  negligible 
as long as the true transmittance o f  the specimen is  much larger than Q.
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APPENDIX
>1anufacturers o f the basic components o f  the Microspectrophotometer system
1. Carl Zeiss Oberkochen, West Germany: TJhiversal Research Microscone.
2. Leitz Wetzler, West GemanV:
"MPV basic unit with beam sp litte r , tr ip le  mirror, eyepiece and 
bulb for  projection  o f  diaphragm outlines".
"Swing-out mirror and centring diaphragm holder".
3. Aoplied Photonhysics Limited, London, England:
Quartz-Iodine lamo with stabilized  power supply.
M500 High radiance monochromator.
Stepping motor with control unit.
Photomultiplier power supply.
4. Brookdeal Electronics Limited, Berks., England:
9501 Lock-in am plifier.
9478 Vibrating vane ligh t chopper and drive unit.
5. Ancom Limited, Cheltenham, England:
15 LN-1 logarithmic DC am plifier.
6. Bryans Southern Instruments Limited, Surrey, England:
9200 X Y/t P lotter.
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CHAPTER 4
SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF DRUGS AND DRUG-POLYNUCLEOTIDE
COMPLEXES IN SOLUTION
4.1 Experimental Results
4.1.1 Absorption spectra o f  Ethidium Bromide and Ethidium-DNA complexes 
in solution
The absorption spectrum o f a dilute aqueous solution o f  EB has 
a v is ib le  band at 480flm and a W band at 285 nm (Figs. 4.1 and 4 .4 ).
The absorbance at 480nm obeys Beer's law up to concentrations around ImM 
(Ref. 1 ) , above which departures occur due to  the aggregation o f  the 
drug molecules (Ref. 2 and Ref. 5 ). The spectra o f  EB solutions o f  
increasing concentrations are hypochromic and red shifted and pass through 
an isobestic  point (Fig. 4 .1 /a , Ref. 5 ).
An e ffe c t  similar to that caused by increasing the drug 
concentration was observed on increasing the ion ic strength o f  the 
solution . The magnitude o f  th is e ffe ct  was dependent on the size o f  
the anion present in solution (Fig. 4 .2 ). Indeed, the e ffe c t  became 
more pronounced as one moved doivn the sodium halide series (NaCl, NaRr, 
N al), the most e ffe ctiv e  in causing hypochromism and red sh ift being the 
Sodium Iodide. With EB at Ini 1 concentration and Nal at 2 M, the drug 
precipitated in the form o f a v io le t  crystalline deposit. The 
precip itation  did not occur for Nal concentrations below 3mM, h it  even 
in this case the red sh ift and hypochromism were greater than with the 
other halides at 2 M concentration. The e ffe c t  o f  Na I^PO  ^ solutions 
was a lso  investigated, as i t  was thought that th is might be comnarable 
to the interaction between the drug and the phosphate backbone o f the 
polynucleotides. As i t  can be seen in Fig. 4.2, the Sodium phosphate
iftr'cmV,
optical length except for 5 where it was of 10 pm.
B . Proposed structure for the stacked complex between 
two EB molecules.
C. Electrostatic attraction (A) and repulsion (R) sites
FIG. 4.1. THE RGGREGRTION OF ETHIDIUH BROMIDE RT HIGH CONCENTRRTION 
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caused an even greater red sh ift.
The aggregation o f  EB is  prevented in Dimethylsulnhoxide 
(DMSO) solvent (Ref. 3). The absorption hand o f  ER in DfRO is  
hyperchromic and shifted from 480 to 535nm (Fig. 4 .3 ). A similar 
spectral e ffe c t  is encountered with Ethanol as solvent (Fig. 4 .3 , see 
also Ref. 4 ).
As i t  has already been mentioned in Chanter 1, ER hinds both 
to DMA and RNA with the same spectral e f fe c ts , namely hvoochromism and 
red sh ift . (Ref. 1 and Ref. 5). This study w ill concentrate 
primarily on the interaction o f  ER \rì.th DMA.
The spectra o f  a set o f  EB-DMA complexes in 0.04 M Tris buffer, 
pH 7.9, with drug at 20yM concentration and increasing P/D ratios 
(Fig. 4.4) display a progressive red sh ift both in the v is ib le  and the 
UV and pass through six isosbestic points at 510, 390, 318, 300, 232 
and 225nm. The spectra were recorded against DMA solutions o f  
appropriate concentrations in the reference c e ll  (see Section 2 .1 ).
In the only previous mention o f  th° existence o f  isosbestic points in 
the UV difference-spectra, Pohl (Ref. 6) reported the same wavelengths 
in connection with Ethidium-polv (dC-dC) complexes. By increasing the 
ion ic strength o f  the above mixtures to 0.1 M NaCl (by addition o f 
small aliquots o f  concentrated NaCl solution ; the ion ic strength o f  
the DNA references being increased in p a ra lle l) , the spectra from ^ig.
4.5 were obtained. A comparison o f  these spectra with those from 
Fig. 4.4 shows that the absorption snectra o f  the complexes o f  large 
P/D ratios are identical (superimposable). However, for  smaller P/D 
ratios (loiver than 10) the absorption bands suffered a sign ificant sh ift 
towards blue and an increase o f  their intensity.
A part o f  each o f  these mixtures was spun in the ultracentrifuge 
in order to separate the free drug from the drug bound onto the DMA. In
LOW I O N I C  S T R E N G T H  E B - D N f l  C O M P L E X E S
F 10.  4 . 4 .  VISIBLE RND UV DIFFERENCE SPECTRA OF EFHID IUM—DNA COMPLEXES
IN 0 . 0 4  M TRIS? EB CONCENTRATION -  20 MICROMOLAR. VISIBLE RANGE i 
P/O RATIOS IN ORDER -  O, 0.7, S, A. 7, 10, 10, 20»
UV RANGE» P/O — O, O. 3, O. 7, S, A, 7. (P/Q~0 IS MARKED) .
H IG H  I O N I C  S T R E N G T H  E B - D N R  C O M P L E X E S
WflVELENSTH, NM
FIG- 4.D. VISIBLE AND UV DIFFERENCE SPECTRA OF ETHIDIUM-ONA COMPLEXES 
IN O- 1 M NACL, 0.04 M TRISs EB CONCENTRATION - 19.0 MICROMOLAR j
P/D RATIOS. IN ORDER i O, 0.3. 0.7, S, 4. 7 , lO, SO, 30 *
(P/D-0 IS MARKED). THESE COMPLEXES WERE OBTAINED BY THE ADDITION OF 
O. 1 ML 4M NACL SOLUTION TO 4 ML OF THE COMPLEXES FROM FIO. 4. 4 .
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doing so i t  m s im plicitly  assumed that a l l  the molecules which were 
bound to  the DMA in solution sedimented together with the DNA. For 
each P/D ratio  the spectrum o f  the original mixture was recorded against 
its  corresponding supernatant as reference, in order to  obtain, by 
difference, the spectrum o f  the bound drug. In a l l  the cases this 
spectrum had a band at 520nm, resembling the lim iting spectrum o f  the 
complexes with large P/n ratios.
Given the existence o f the isosbestic  points i t  m s found 
ju s t ifie d  to perform a two-component least squares analysis in terns o f  
the free and red shifted (bound) components. The analysis m s performed 
separately on both the v is ib le  and the IJV absorption spectra o f  the 
complexes o f  high and low ion ic strength. As shown in Section 2 .2 , as 
a result o f this analysis one obtains the values o f  the concentrations 
o f  the two components. The results obtained on the basis o f  the 
v is ib le  and IP/ data o f  the same complexes agreed better than within 3U 
The numerical results are presented graphically in Fig. 4.6. In the 
p lo t from Fig. 4 .6 /a , which represents bound-P/Dys. nominal P/D ra tios , 
i t  can be seen that at large nominal-P/p ratios the curves corresponding 
to  the two ion ic strength conditions both approach the b isector. This 
behaviour is  in line with the sim ilarity o f  the spectra o f the complexes 
o f  large P/D ratios o f  d ifferent ion ic strength observed above. The 
same results are plotted in Fig. 4 .6 /b  as bound-I/P vs. nominal-iyp 
ratios in order to  emphasize the tendency o f  the binding to saturate at 
large D/P ra tios . The results indicate that the saturation level is  
inversely related to  the ion ic strength, varying from about bound-D/P = 
0.25 at low ion ic strength* to bound D/P = 0.20 at 0.1 M NaCl (see also 
Ref. L) ,  but in neither case a p erfectly  horizontal plateau is  achieved.
* In the low ion ic strength complex (0.04 M Tris b u ffe r ), no NaCl m s 
added but the solution contained the Sodium ions which were brought 
by the Sodium-DNA (P.J. Blackelev, personal communication).
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The significance o f  the results presented above w ill be 
disaissed in Section 4.2.
4.1.2 Adriamycin and Daunomycin
The chromonhores o f  ADM and DM are so sim ilar to each other 
(see Chapter 1) that i t  is  not surprising that their absorption snectra 
are identica l. The absorption spectrum o f  an aqueous solution o f ADM 
(Fiji 4 .7 /a) has three bands in the v is ib le  region (529, 496, 479nm) and 
three in the UV (288, 252, 233nm), (Ref. 7). The obeyance o f Beer's 
law at 479nm w<as checked up to a concentration o f  0.8 nM and no 
departure was noticed.
In the environmental conditions in which ER suffers a wavelength 
s h ift , the ADM and DM spectra usually undergo a change in the relative 
in tensities o f  the above mentioned peaks. For example, in a dilute 
solution the 496 and 479nm bands are o f  equal intensity (Fig. 4 .8 /a ).
In a more concentrated solution the spectrum is  broader and the 496nm 
band becomes less intense relative to the 479nm band (Fig. 4 .8 /b ). The 
absorption bands o f  ADM in Ethanol are sharper, hyperchromic and their 
re la tive  intensities redistribute in favour o f  the 496nm band (Fig. 4 .8 ). 
A similar e ffe c t  is  encountered in DM50.
The e ffe c t  o f  the ion ic strength upon the spectra o f  ATM 
solutions was investigated using the same sodium salts as fo r  EB (section 
4 .1 .1 ). The ion ic strength caused sim ilar e ffe cts  to  those brought 
about by increasing the drug concentration, namely, hand broadening and 
the predominance o f  the peak at 479nm (Fig. 4 .9 ). Down the Sodium 
halide series the magnitude o f  these e ffe c ts  increased up to Sodium 
iodide. The e ffe c t  o f the phosphate ion was even greater. The ADM 
solutions containing Nal and Na2HP04 had a co llo id a l aspect and 
sedimented in time as a dark red crysta llin e  deposit, which could be
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re-dissolved by stirrin g .
With the aim to extend the understanding o f  the ion ic strength 
e ffe c ts , the same test was applied to  the dye Toluidine Blue. This 
molecule bears a close resemblance to the drug Chlorpromazine (Ref. 8) 
but, unlike the Chlorpromazine, it  has a stable blue colour. The 
spectrum o f  a dilute Toluidine Blue solution has a main v is ib le  peak 
at 627nm and a shoulder at about 578nm, which gains more intensity and 
becomes the major peak for  concentrations above 50yM. As i t  can be seen 
in Fig. 4.10, the e ffe ct  o f  the ion ic strength on the spectrum o f  a 
Toluidine Blue solution o f  330yM concentration consisted in a transfer 
o f  intensity into the band o f  lower wavelength (57Rnm). Unlike with 
EB and ACM, the small Chloride and bromide ions were more e ffe ct iv e  than 
the iodide and phosphate ions in causing this change.
The spectrum o f an ADM-PNA comnlex o f  P/D = 30 is  shown in Fig. 
4 .7 /b . It  can be seen that the interaction o f  the drug with the PNA 
resu lts in the red sh ift and hypochromism o f  a l l  the v is ib le  and TP/ bands. 
In the v is ib le  range, the middle peak, orig in a lly  at 4%nm is shifted to 
about 50Snm and gains predominant intensity.
The existence o f  an isosbestic  ooint in the v is ib le  spectra o f  
the CM-DNA complexes has already been reported (Ref. 9 and Ref. 10).
Considering the shape o f  the spectra, a ll  the complexes o f  P/D 
ratios greater than about 5 displayed spectra o f  similar appearance.
Such complexes, with constant DNA concentration o f  0.3mM, were made at 
low (0 .003), medium (0.01) and high (0.1) molar NaCl concentrations in 
order to investigate the dependence o f  the binding o f  the drug on the 
ion ic strength, but the comparison o f  their snectra did not reveal any 
sign ificant d ifference. The supernatants o f  these large P/D complexes, 
obtained by ultracentrifugation, contained no detectable amounts o f  free 
drug.
T O L U I D I N E  B L U E  IN T H E  P R E S E N C E  OF V A R I O U S  S A L T S
t t  o n  o p t i c « .  rnTMJ
FIG. 4. lO. VISIBLE ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF AQ.UEOUS TOLUIDINE BLUE 
(330 MICROMOLAR) IN THE PRESENCE OF VARIOUS SODIUM SALTS OF 8 M 
CONCENTRATION. THE EFFECT OF LIGHT SCATTERING IS OBSERVABLE .
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For a mixture with P/D = 4 (O.Ol M NaCl) the abosrbance peak 
appeared at a position intermediate between that obtained from the free 
drug and from complexes o f  large P/D ratios, indicating the presence o f  
free drug. The existence o f  about 10% free drug was confirmed by 
ultracentrifugation and by the least squares analysis o f  the spectrum.
As with EB (Section 4 .1 .1 ), there was a good agreement between the 
results o f  the analysis based on the v is ib le  and the UV spectra.
The mixtures in this series with P/D ratios below 3 precipitated. 
The precipitation  could not be prevented by increased ion ic strength 
( c . f .  Ref. 1, fo r  EB). However, the precipitation did not occur from 
mixtures in which both components wore o f  very low' (micromolar) 
concentrations and i t  was found (P. ,T. Blackelev, personal communication) 
that levels o f  binding u p  to  one drug per every base pair could be 
obtained.
Mixtures o f  ADM and DM with a synthetic RNA (poly I poly C) 
were also prepared. As seen in Fig. 4.11, the interaction resulted in 
band broadening but no wavelength sh ift . From a mixture o f  P/D = 5
it
(0.05 M NaCl) about one third o f  the drug sedimented with the poly­
nucleotide in the ultracentrifuge.
4.2 Interpretation o f  the Experimental results 
4.2.1 The e ffe c t  o f  concentration, ion ic strength and solvent on the 
spectra o f  the free drugs in solution
The e ffe c t  o f  the concentration -  the tendency o f  aqueous EB 
to aggregate at large concentrations has been established on the basis 
o f  proton magnetic resonance evidence (Ref. 3). As a result o f  that 
study it  was proposed that EB aggregated in the form o f  antisymmetric 
dimers (Fig. 4 J1/b). The dimer model was also substantiated by the
D R U N O M Y C I N -R N f l  C O M P L E X
FIG. A . 11. VISIBLE SPECTRUM OF R COMPLEX OF DRUNOMYClN WITH THE 
SYNTHETIC RNR POLY I-POLY C . P/D-O, 0.00 M NRCL .
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planarity o f the drug chromophore, as deduced from the crystal structure 
(Ref. 11) and by the distribution o f  the e lectron ic charge leading to 
attractive forces, as illustrated  in Fig. 4 .1 /c  (Ref. 12). However, 
the enhancement o f  the aggregation by increased temperature (Ref. 2) 
indicates that the major force responsible for  the formation o f the 
aggregates derives from an hydrophobic e f fe c t . This e ffe c t  is  caused 
by the large surfaces o f the chromophores tending to stack together, 
thus minimizing their contact rath the water with which they cannot 
interact favourably (Ref. 13; see also la te r ).
Toluidine Blue resembles in many ivays the acridine dyes for 
which the aggregation by stacking is  well documented (Ref. 14, Ref. 15 
and Ref. 16). Unlike the acridines, the Toluidine Blue chronophore 
might be s lig h tly  tent along its  short axis, due to the presence o f  the 
sulphur atom (Ref. 17). However, the spectral changes caused by the 
increasing o f the dye concentration (Section 2.1 .2) are analogous to 
those o f  Acridine Orange (Ref. 18 and Ref. 19) and leave no doubt that 
Toluidine Blue also aggregates by stacking.
The chromophores o f  ADM and I'M are planar (Ref. 20) and i t  is
possible that in solution these drugs w ill form stacked dimers by
virtue o f  a hydrophobic e ffe c t . There are no charge distribution
calculations available fo r  these drugs, but i t  is  lik e ly  that the
electron ic distribution is  uneven, as seen from the distance between the
0 -  0 atoms on one side o f  the chromophore being shorter than the 
5 6
0 -  01? distance on the other side (Ref. 9 and Ref. 20). Such a
11 12
charge distribution could favour the formation o f  antisymmetric stacks 
by a mechanism sim ilar to that illustrated  above fo r  the case o f  
ethidium.
There are two theories that can be invoked for explaining the 
spectral changes that take place upon aggregation (Ref. 19).
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The f ir s t  theory is  due to Zanker (Ref. 21) who introduced it  
in order to  account fo r  the blue sh ift  displayed by the acridines in 
concentrated solutions. The theory is  based on the assumption that 
both the original and the shifted bands belong to the sane electron ic 
transition but involve different vibrational levels. The aggregation 
o f  the chromophores results in a d ifferen tia l sh ift o f  the potential 
energy curves o f the ground and excited states (Ref. 22) as a result o f 
which the probabilities o f  the transitions change, thus accounting for 
the observed redistribution o f  band in ten sities . The authors wore led 
to this assumption by the observation that the monomer spectrin 
presented a shoulder in the region where the 'dimer1 peak would develop. 
According to their interpretation, this shoulder belongs to the resolved 
vibrational structure o f  the band and corresponds to a transition (to  a 
vibrational level) o f  low probability in the monomeric chromophore, but 
which gains intensity in the dimer. Thus, for Acridine Orange, i t  is  
the 0-*0 transition appearing in the monomer and the 0-*-l transition (blue 
shifted) appearing in the dimer spectrum.
The same model could be applied to Toluidine Blue, because o f  
the sim ilarity o f  the spectra o f  the two molecules.
Unfortunately, no information is  available on the nature o f the 
bands in the absorption spectra o f  ATM and DM. However, i t  might bo 
possible that the three v is ib le  bands o f  ATM (see Section 4 .1 .2) 
represent a resolved vibrational structure o f  a single transition and 
that the (slight) intensity redistribution taking place upon aggregation 
is  the result o f  a change in the vibrational pattern o f the chromoohore.
The second o f  the two explanations is  in terms o f  the exciton 
interaction theory (Ref. 23, Ref. 24, Ref. 25, Ref. 26 and Ref. 27).
The theory is  based on the assumption that the e lectron ic 
transitions in the neighbouring chromophores are coupled by Coulombic
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interactions. I f  one further assumes that the e le c tr ic  transition 
dipoles can be approximated to point dipoles (Ref. 26) one can express 
the energy o f  interaction o f  the two transitions in a dimer by the 
formula:
V i^a.pb 3(pa.R) (pb.R) (4.1)
where pa and pb are the transition dipoles in the chromophores a and 
b, and R is  the vector join ing their origins.
I t  can be shown that as a result o f  th is interaction the 
positions o f  the absorption bands w ill be shifted from the original 
energies Ea, Eb to new positions, given by the formula:
Et Ea + Eb
2
-  V ' (4.2)
T^ rom this formula i t  is  anparent that the new transitions w ill always 
diverge from the original positions, i . e . ,  the low energy transition is  
always shifted to the red and the high energy transition goes to even 
lower wavelengths.
The wavelength sh ift  is  followed by a redistribution o f  the os­
c illa to r  strength which often involves transfer o f  intensity from one 
transition which is  thus 'hypochromic', to the other, which is 
'hyperchromie'. For a complete treatment, see Philpott (Ref. 27).
In the case o f  identical chromophores, the transition , 
orig in a lly  o f  energy E is  syirmetrically s p lit  up into two transitions, 
o f  energies E+, given by:
= E !  V (4.3)
The intensity o f  the hands is  pronortional to the sejuare o f  the 
corresponding transition dipoles, y +, given by:
p+ = 2~~ (pa -  pb) (4.4)
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For the geometry o f a stacked aggregate the equations (4.1) 
and (4.3) predict that the energy o f  interaction and therefore the 
sp littin g  o f  the original transition are largest when the transition 
dipoles are parallel or antiparallel and become zero when the dipoles 
are at right angles. The equation (4.4) predicts transfer o f  
intensity from the lower energy transition to the higher energy 
transition ('b lue s h i f t ') .  On the other hand, a head-to-tail 
arrangement o f the chromophores would result in red sh ift.
This theory is indeed successful in predicting the blue sh ift 
displayed by the absorption spectra o f Toluidine blue unon aggregation.
Considering the case o f  ethidiun, i t  m i l  be remembered that 
this drug red -sh ifts upon stacking, contrary to the blue sh ift  expected 
on the basis o f  the exciton interaction theory. However, i t  is  known 
that the calculated transition dipole o f  the v is ib le  band o f  ethidiun 
(Ref. 12) makes an angle o f  34 degrees with the line joining the amino 
extremities o f  the molecule and, therefore, in the antisymmetric 
dimer o f  RB (Fig. 4 .1 /c ) the dipoles would be nearly perpendicular to 
each other and thus the energy o f  their interaction would lie very small 
(see above). Hence i t  is  concluded that the exciton sp litt in g  cannot 
be a major e ffe c t  in the case o f  EB and the observed red sh ift should 
re fle c t  the simultaneous occurrence o f  another phenomenon.
It could be the case that the Bromine counterion, freely  
dissociated in a solution o f  manomeric ethidium, is  offerred the 
p o ss ib ility  to attach sp e c ifica lly  to a s ite  on the ethidium dimer 
created as a result o f  aggregation. The presence o f  a negative ion in 
the close  proximity o f  the chromophore, as, in general, the presence o f  
any substituent with electron-donating powers ('auxochrome') is  
equivalent to enlarging the terr itory  available to the p i-e lectron  
system with the consequence that the wavelength o f  the e lectron ic
so
transition is  red shifted (Ref. 28, Ref. 29 and Ref. 30). Thus, in 
order to account fo r  the red sh ift displayed by the concentrated EB 
solutions, i t  is  suggested that the Bromine ion acts as an auxochrome 
substituent to  the aggregated (but not the monomeric) ethidiin 
chromophores. The dependence o f  this e ffe c t  on the size o f  the 
counterion, to be mentioned la ter , w ill substantiate this hypothesis.
Referring to Pig. 4 .1 /b , it  seems lik e ly  that the Bromine ion 
would attach onto the main ring, in the p os itiv e ly  charged area o f  the 
and atoms (Ref. 12), sheltered by the phenyl and ethyl substituents 
o f  one chromophore and the concavity o f  the phenantridiniim rings o f  the 
other chromophore. This protected s ite  is  only provided by tbe dimers, 
but not the monomer drug molecules. The attachment o f  the Bromine ion 
to the amino side groups o f  EB (as observed in the crystal form, Ref. 11) 
might produce the same e ffe c t , but i t  is  thought that in solution the 
binding to this exposed s ite  would be too loose for an e ff ic ie n t  charge 
donation to occur.
The lack o f  a blue sh ift  in the case o f  ABM and IT! might be 
explained by the perpendicularity o f  the transition d ipoles, as in the 
case o f  EB, since i t  has already been suggested that the ABM dimer might 
be antisymmetric (see above). The absence o f  exciton sp littin g  as a 
result o f  this geometry enables the observation (only as a secondary 
e ffe c t )  o f  the suggested redistribution o f  the band intensities caused 
by the alteration o f  the vibrational pattern o f  the chromoohore upon 
aggregation (see above).
The present discussion could be ended with the conclusion that 
the most general phenomenon which is  expected to  take place upon the 
stacking o f  the drug chromophores is  the exciton interaction. H oover, 
in cases when fo r  geometrical reasons the exciton sp littin g  is  minimum, 
other phenomena, probably sp e c ific  to particu lar chromophores may become 
apparent.
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The exciton interaction theory has also been used successfully 
to account fo r  the hvnochromism o f  the nucleic acid bases ur>on the 
formation o f  the helices (Ref. 23 and Ref. 24) and has been extended to 
describe the drug-oolynucleotide interactions (Ref. 27; see section 4 .2 .2 ).
The e ffe c t  o f  the ion ic strength. Considering the e ffe c t  o f  the ionic 
strength on the drug snectra, the experimental results presented in the 
previous sections (Figs. 4 .2 , 4.9 and 4.10) suggest that in a l l  the 
cases the increased ion ic strength fa c ilita te s  the drug aggregation. 
Evidence fo r  this conclusion comes from the sim ilarity  between the 
snectral changes obtained upon increasing the ion ic strength and those 
caused by increasing the drug concentration and the observed tendency 
o f the drugs (eg. F.B and ATM in Nal and Na I^PO  ^ solutions) to precipitate 
in higher ion ic strength conditions.
As the drugs contain basic groups which are expected to be 
ionized at the neutral pH, i t  can be inferred that the mechanism by 
which the presence o f  the salts fa c ilita te s  the stacking o f  the 
chromophores consists primarily in the screening o f  the positive charges 
by the anions o f  the sa lts , thus annihilating the e lectrosta tic  
renulsion unfavourable to  the aggregation.
In the case o f  Toluidine Rlue (Fig. 4.10) the chloride and 
bromide appear to  be more e ffe ct iv e  than the iodide and the phosphate, 
indicating that the small ions are probably better in creating a non­
sp e c ific  e lectrosta tic  shielding.
However, the situation is  reversed in the case o f  EB and ADM, 
where spectral e ffe cts  increase with increased ion size .
In so far as EB is  concerned (Fig. 4 .2 ), the magnitude o f  the 
spectral e ffe cts  suggests that the large Iodine and phosphate ions not 
only cause non-specific screening which may promote aggregation up to 
the point o f  precip itation , but are also able to replace the Bromine
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from its  suggested s ite  (see above) and act as more powerful electron 
donors witb the consequence o f  a larger spectral red sh ift .
The mechanism by which the large ions (especia lly  the phosnhate) 
enhance the aggregation o f  AIT! remains unclear. It is  possible that the 
phosphate ion might be involved in intramolecular (or intermolecular)
I fydrogen-bonding.
The e ffe c t  o f  the solvent. It  has already been mentioned that the 
hydrophobic drive towards aggregation arises because the interaction o f 
the water with the drug chromophore is  less favourable than the in ter­
action o f  the water molecules among themselves. Therefore i t  is 
expected that the hydrophobic drive w ill vanish in an apolar solvent 
such as DM50 or Ethanol, in which the solvent molecules do not interact 
considerably. Indeed, i t  has been confirmed by P.M.R. studies (Ref. 3) 
that EB is  monomeric in DM30 solvent. However, the absorption snectra 
o f  the drugs in Dif30 or Ethanol (Figs. 4.3 and 4.8) are d ifferent than 
those obtained from apueous solutions o f  monomeric drugs, indicating 
that in addition to de-aggregation the apolar solvents caused other
changes (see below). (In a l l  the cases, the TMSO and Ethanol produced 
sim ilar e ffe c ts ) .
Following Ingraham's argument fo r  Proflavine (Ref. 18), the red 
sh ift  displayed by EB in Ethanol (Tig. 4.3) can be explained in terms o f 
a d ifferent degree o f  solvation o f  the ground states o f  the drug in 
water and Ethanol media, the energy o f  the ground state in water being 
lower because o f  a stronger solvation. Thus the e lectron ic transition 
appears red shifted in Ethanol because the energy gap between the ground 
and excited states is  narrower than in water.
The drugs ADM and DM do not seem to conform to this mechanism, 
since there is  no red sh ift  upon transfering them into Ethanol,
although the sharpening o f  their absomtion bands (Fig. 4.8) c learly  
indicates a reduced degree o f solvation: i t  is  known that i f  there is 
considerable interaction between dissolved molecules and solvent, the 
vibrational bands are generally broadened (Ref. 29); the observed 
broad appearance o f the bands o f  aqueous DM and the increased resolution 
o f  the bands in ethanol is  indeed consistent with the less polar nature 
o f  the second environment.
The reasons for  the different behaviour in anolar solvents o f 
EB on me hand and the anthracyclines on the other hand is  not clear.
The analogy between the red sh ift displayed by EB in Ethanol 
and the red sh ift caused by the binding o f EB to DMA (Ref. 4 and Ref. 1) 
has often been invoked as indicating the apolar nature o f  the ENA 
intercalation s ite . It  is  sign ificant in th is resncct that the 
anthracyclines, although they red sh ift unon intercalation (see next 
section ), they do not do so in any alcohol. This throws doubts upon 
the v a lid ity  o f the analogy between the e ffe c ts  o f  the intercalation 
and o f the apolar solvents and suggests that the mechanisms operating 
in the two situations are d ifferent.
4.2.2 The interpretation o f  the absomtion spectra o f  the drugs
bound to nucleic acids in solution
The s ix  isosbestic points in the v is ib le  and UV spectra o f  the 
EB complexes (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5) and the finding (Section 4.1) that the 
difference-spectra o f  the 'bound' drug were alike ( i .e .  red shifted) 
over the entire range o f  P/D ratios could give the impression that the 
'bound' component was a unique species at a ll P/D ratios . However, 
the experimental results (Fig. 4.6) revealed a sign ificant difference 
between the nature o f  the binding at large and low P/D ratios. The
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a b ility  to form complexes at P/D ratios greater than about 10 was 
independent o f  the ionic strength (Fig. 4 .6 /a ) , whereas at low P/D 
ratios the higher ion ic strengths resulted in lower levels o f  binding 
(Fig. 4 .6 /b ). Taking as an example the conplexes with P/D = 1, at 
low ion ic strength the fraction o f  drug bound represented a quarter o f  
the tota l amount o f  drug present, whereas at high ionic strength 
(0.1 M NaCl) i t  represented one f i f t h ,  i .e .  a 25  ^ decrease in the level 
o f  binding caused by raising the ion ic strength. Similar observations, 
related to both Ethidium and the acridines have previously been 
reported (Ref. 1, Ref. 31 and Ref. 32).
The results just mentioned are consistent with the existence o f  
two modes o f  binding o f  EB to DMA (see Chapter 1). The basica lly  
hydronbobic nature o f  the intercalation process, which is  the mode o f  
binding that nredominates at large P/D ra tios , is  consistent with the 
observed in sensitiv ity  o f  these complexes to the ion ic strength. On 
the other hand, the ion ic strength dependence o f  the binding at low 
P/D ratios indicates that the second mode o f  binding is  primarily 
e le ctros ta tic . By analogy with the acridines (Ref. 14), i t  can be 
assumed that at low P/D ratios EB binds to the negatively charged 
phosphate backbone o f  the ENA by virtue o f  the cation ic nature o f  its  
chromophore. The question which remains to be answered is  why the 
absorption spectra o f  both the intercalated and the outside-bound 
snecies display the same characteristics.
Considering the intercalated drug, the red sh ift and hypo- 
chromism o f its  v isib le  band may be explained in terms o f  the coupling 
o f the transitions in the ENA and the drug chromophore (Ref. 27). By 
assuming an interaction between two transition d ipoles, one corresponding 
to the visib le  band o f  the drug and the other associated with the IJR 
band o f  a DNA base, the same results as those o f  the extensive treatment
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o f  Philpott (Ref. 27) can be obtained, qualita tively , with the simple 
theory presented in Section 4 .2 .1 . According to th is theory (equation 
4 .2 ), the transition energies w ill diverge (in particular the v is ib le  
band o f  the drug w ill be red shifted) and i t  is  easy to show that for  
the geometry o f  intercalation the red sh ift  w ill also 1x3 accompanied 
by hypochromism.
The red shifted spectrum o f  the outside-bound drug may be 
explained i f  one makes an analogy with the red sh ift  displayed by the 
spectra o f  aqueous F.B on increasing the ion ic strength (Section 4 .1 .1 , 
Fig. 4 .2 ). It was suggested that the negatively charged ions were bound 
to the aggregated drug mo lea  lies ldiere they acted as charge donors with 
the consequence o f  the observed red sh ift (see Section 4 .2 .1 ) . Tn the 
case o f  the outside-bound drug, i t  is  possible that the attachment o f 
the chrcmonhore to  the phosphate backbone o f the DMA meets the condition 
under which an e ff ic ie n t  charge donation can occur from the phosphate 
group to the Ethidium chromophore, resulting in a sim ilar rod sh ift* .
Tn conclusion, both the intercalated and outside-bound species 
display red shifted spectra, although the mechanisms responsible for 
these spectral e ffe cts  are d ifferent in the tiro cases.
Rv analog)'' with EB, the same mechanisms are also expected to
operate in the case o f  the drugs ADM and DM. This analogy involves
the observation that the drugs red -sh ift upon binding to  the TNA (Fig.
4.7) and, as in the case o f  EB (see Chapter 1 ) ,  the Scatchard plots
(Ref. 36) display two regions o f  d ifferent a ff in it ie s  towards the BNA:
a high a ffin ity  region, at large P/D ra tios , which is  insensitive to
the ion ic strength (see Section 4 .1 .2) and a low a ffin ity  region, at
low P/D ratios, which is  dominated by the e lectrosta tic  interaction
* The red sh ift resulting upon the binding o f  EB and other dves to  
single stranded polynucleotides (Ref. 33) or polyelectrolyites 
(Ref. 34 and Ref. 35) may be explained in the same way.
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between the drugs and the PNA, as deduced from the nrecinitation o f  
the complexes o f  P/D ratios below 3 (see section 4 .1 .2 ). It is  thus 
suggested that, as in the case o f  PR, the two regions are associated 
with the intercalated and the outside-hound snecies resoectivelv.
It was mentioned in Chanter 1 that the binding o f  PR to RNA 
oreduced the same spectral e ffe cts  as those observed cn it s  binding to 
IRA. Although the mixing o f  DM with RNA (Fig. 4.11) did not cause the 
same spectral sh ift as with the DNA (the spectrum being broader, but 
otherwise sim ilar to that o f  the free drug), the formation o f  a complex 
between the drug and RNA could be deduced from the tendency o f  the drug 
to  sediment with the RNA in the ultracentrifuge (section 4 .1 .2 ). The 
nature o f this comnlex cannot be inferred from tire available spectral 
data alone.
The significance o f  the least squares two component analysis o f  the 
absorption snectra o f  the drug-polynucleotide complexes. Tire analysis 
consisted in determining the concentrations o f  the two spectroscopically 
distinguishable components, 'f r e e ' and 'bound' drug from both v is ib le  
and UV spectra o f  the ER-PNA and ADM-DNA comolexes. The analysis in 
terms o f  only one bound species, instead o f  tr\ro (intercalated and outside 
bound drug), was ju stified  by the existence o f  the isosbestic points, 
consistent with the sim ilarity o f  the spectra o f  the 2 bound components 
(see section 4 .2 .2 ).
The remarkable agreement between tire results obtained on the 
basis o f  the v is ib le  and IJV spectra fo r  lroth PR and ADM indicates that 
the UV difference-spectra are the potential carriers o f  the same 
information on the proportion o f  free and bound drug as the spectra from 
the v is ib le  region.
Tire fact that the simple subtraction o f  the absorbance o f a DNA
reference (section 4.1.1) made the TJV difference-spectrum a two 
component system similar to the v is ib le  one implies that the binding 
o f  the drug did not a lter the absorption spectrum o f  the UNA. in the 
complex to any considerable extent. Under these circumstances, i t  
appears that the method presented above could also be used for 
quantitative analysis on systems containing DMA and other small molecules, 
such as amino acids, the spectra o f  which are confined only to the 1JV 
region.
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Q1APTBR 5
THE RIRHFRTNCHNCR OF TUB POLYNUCIJ-DTIDI- FIREES 
5 .1 , Introduction
5.1.1 The Physical basis o f  the birefringence
The birefringence is  the property o f  some materials o f  having 
d ifferent refractive indices fo r  different polarizations o f  the light 
traversing them. Many materials in which the molecules assune a 
preferential orientation, such as crysta ls, sheets, fibres or macro- 
molecular solutions under streaming conditions usually are birefringcnt.
According to  the physical optics theory, the v e lo c ity  o f  light 
and the refractive index o f  the medium through which the ligh t propagates 
are inter-related. The usual reduction o f  the v e loc ity  o f  the light 
in a medium, comnared to vacuum, is  due to the atoms acting as radiators 
o f  secondary waves a fter they have been polarized by the incident ligh t. 
The retardation o f  the ligh t is  larger i f  the polarization e ffe c t  is  
larger. The p o ss ib ility  o f  polarizing the electron ic atmosphere o f  an 
atom is  determined by the p o la riza b ility  (a ) , which is  defined as the 
nropoxtional.ity constant relating the e le c tr ic  f ie ld  (13) and the induced 
dipole (q.s):
q • s = « E (5.1)
(- q are charges, separated by the distance s; (Ref. 1).
It can be shown tliat i f  the atoms are not independent, but 
linked by bonds, the p o la rizab ility  m i l  depend on the orientation o f  
the e le c tr ic  f ie ld  relative to the bond, usually being greater along the 
bond, (Ref. 1 ). I f  the molecules are arranged in a regular fashion 
about particular directions to form crystals or long fib res , the 
p o la r iza b ilit ies  w ill suffer an averaging process about these particular
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directions. As a result, these directions Cep. the fibre  axis) w ill 
usually have the maximum (or minimum) p o la r iza b ilit ies  o f  the specimen.
The refractive index for light polarized in a particular 
direction  is  related to the p o la rizab ility  o f the specimen along tin t 
direction by the Iprentz-Lorentz formula:
n2 -  1 . M 
n2 + 2 D
“  " No °  
3
» (5.2)
where n is  the refractive index, M is  the molecular w ig h t, D is  the 
density and N is  Avogadro's number. I f  we note that (n -  l ) / (n  + 2) 
is  approximately constant (Ref. 2 ), the equation (5.2) can be expressed 
in the form:
(n -  1) ;  const, a, (5.3)
which show the nearly-linear relationship between n and a. The 
concentration dependence o f  the 'constant' should be noted. Following 
from the relationship (5 .3 ), the extreme values o f  the refractive index 
o f  an oriented specimen w ill occur along the same directions as those o f  
the p o la rizab ility . The directions o f the maximum and minimum 
refractive indices (also referred to as the slow and fast axes 
respectively) are normally at right angles to each other. In the case 
o f  a fibre  they correspond to the directions along and across the fibre 
axis. The birefringence o f  a fib re , An, is  defined as the difference 
between the values o f  the refractive indices for  light polarized para llel 
and perpendicular to the fibre axis:
An « nn  -  nx (5.4)
5.1.2 The measurement o f  the birefringence
A biréfringent specimen placed between the crossed polarizer 
and analyser o f  a microscope is  extinct at fa ir  orientations, at 90 
degree intervals. Light, usually coloured, emerges from the specimen
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fo r  other orientation.
This behaviour can be understood i f  i t  is  assuned that the 
incident polarized light is  sp lit  into two beams polarized along the 
slow and fast axes o f  the specimen respectively, which travel through 
the specimen indenendently (Ref. 3 ). It  is  easy to see that i f  the 
orientation o f the specimen is  so that its  slow or fast axis is  
collinear with that o f  the polarizer there w ill be no component along 
the axis o f  the analyser and this w ill lead to extinction.
Normally, the fibre  is  set at 45° to the polarizer, as in 
Fig. 5 .1 . When reaching the fib re , the e le c tr ic  vector E is  resolved 
into Ej and E ^ . The two components travel through the specimen at 
d ifferent speeds, dictated by the d ifferent refractive indices, so, 
they w ill emerge out o f  phase. Along the axis o f  the analyser they 
w ill project as and E ^ . I f  their phase difference is  zero or an 
integer number o f  wavelengths they w ill cancel out and extinction w ill 
resu lt. With white ligh t only the zero-order condition is  met by a l l  
the wavelengths at the same time. For the higher path-differences only 
one wavelength at a time w ill be cancelled and the others w ill be passed 
by the analyser. They w ill combine together to give what are known as 
Newton's colours.
The retardation o f  one component relative to the other, in 
wavelength units, divided by the length travelled through the specimen,
An = retardation/pathlength, (5.5)
is  another defin ition  o f  the birefringence, equivalent to  (5 .4 ). The 
fact that i t  is  expressed in terms o f  the retardation o f  the light o f a 
particular wavelength is  to be noted. The princip le o f  measuring the 
birefringence is  to produce a known retardation o f  opposite sign, so 
that the condition for complete zero-order extinction is  restored. This 
is  achieved with a calibrated compensator. The procedure o f  using the
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compensator has already been described in detail in Section 2.4.
5.2 The theoretical simulation o f  the birefringence o f  a 
polynucleotide fibre 
5.2.1 Background
This section presents the theoretical and practical aspects o f  
the calculation o f  the birefringence o f  a nucleic acid fibre with the 
aim o f  understanding its  behaviour when the parameters that describe 
the nucleic acid structure change.
The attempts to relate the flow birefringence o f  the nucleic 
acid solutions to the p o la rizab ility  o f  the building units o f  the helix -  
the nucleotides -  Ref. 4 and Ref. 5 ), and the geometrical considerations 
o f Seeds (Ref. 2) aliout the birefringence o f  films and fibres served as 
models to this piece o f  work. The av a ila b ility  o f  a computer 
programme developed by T. Porumb, capable o f  simulating the missalign- 
ment o f  the helices in the fibre  was o f  great help (Ref. 6).
The birefringence o f  a fibre  is  composed o f  two parts: the 
in trin sic  birefringence is  that term arising from the optica l anisotropy 
o f  the polynucleotide helices themselves (see Section 5 .1 ); the form 
birefringence is  the term resulting from the packing o f  these helices 
side-by-side in the fibre (Ref. 7).
5.2.2 The in trin sic  birefringence
The in trin sic  birefringence takes into account the anisotropy 
o f  the p o la rizab ility  o f  a l l  the bonds in the system. According to  
Hartshome (Ref. 1 ), the contribution o f  a bond to the p o la r iza b ility  in 
a particular direction is  given by:
2 . 2ct = cij cos n + sin n t (5.6)
where ft is the angle o f  the bond with the given direction  and aT and 
are the p o la riza b ilities  along and perpendicular to the bond (see 
Section 5 .1 ). The anmlitude o f  the problem is  reduced by Tsvetkov's 
demonstration that the bases o f  the nucleic acids are highly anisotropic, 
whereas the sugars and the phosphate groups are p ractica lly  iso trop ic , 
thus contributing very l i t t l e  to the birefringence (Ref. 4 ).
The estimates o f  the p o la riza b ilities  o f  the DNA bases vary 
(Ref. 4, Ref. 5 and Ref. 8 ), but their common feature is  that the 
p o la rizab ility  perpendicular to the heterocyclic system o f the base is 
much smaller than within the plane o f  the base. It  is  reasonable to 
assume that the po larizab ility  in the plane o f  the base is  isotrop ic.
In this way the entire e lectron ic system o f  a base can be treated as a 
'bond' orientated along the normal to the plane o f  the base, vdth 
large transversal p o la rizab ility  (o^) and small longitudinal p o lariz ­
a b ility  (ctp).
Let us assume that the bases are t ilte d  by an angle 0 with 
respect to  the plane perpendicular to  the helix  axis. Let us choose 
OZ in the trigonometric system from Fig. 5.2 to represent the fibre 
axis. The angle between the fibre  axis and the axis o f  a particular 
helix  is  8. The angles between the normal (ON) to  the plane o f  a 
base and the directions OZ (parallel) and OY (perpendicular to the fibre 
axis) are nn  and lip. According to (5 .6 ), the p o la r iza b ility  o f  the 
base along the direction OZ is  given by:
" i i  = “l cos2 ^11 + “T sin? nn  (5.7)
and the p o la rizab ility  along OY is  given by:
2 . 2cip = c*L cos + c»T sin Rp (5.8)
It is  very easy to obtain an analytic expression fo r  the 
birefringence o f  a fib re  in which the helices are perfectly  aligned
6 6
with the fibre  axis. In this case the normals ON describe a cone o f  
semi-angle 0 about OZ and becomes:
2 2 la1;L = ctj cos 0 + aj. sin 0 , (5.7 )
The angle ^  depends on the angular orientation (0) o f  the base about 
the helix axis (Fig. 5 .2 ). Ry expressing the projection  o f  ON onto OY 
in two ways, one obtains the relationship:
sin = sin© . sin 0 , (5.9)
Hence, becomes:
al = aL ^  " sin2e sin2 ^  + «T^sin2 0 sin2 $  (5 .81)
By subtracting (5 .81) from (5.71) and cv lin drica lly  averaging fo r  a ll 
values o f  0 one obtains the difference between the narallel and 
perpendicular p o la riza b ilities  o f  the fibre :
Aa = (ctL -  <*T) .  (1 -  1.5 sin20) , (5.10)
In view o f  what was said e a r lie r , the quantity (ctj -  ctT) is  negative. 
Using the relationship (5.3) together with the defin ition  (6.4) one 
obtains:
2An = K (1 -  1.5 sin 0) , (K = negative constant),
(5.11)
which is  the expression for  the in trin sic  birefringence o f  a perfectly  
orientated polynucleotide fib re  in terms o f  the t i l t  angle o^ the bases 
to the h elix  axis. It  is  represented by the curve (0) in Tp.g. 5,3  .
I t  can be seen that when the t i l t  is  n il the in trin sic  birefringence has 
its  maximum negative value. It becomes zero for  an angle « = 54°44' 
after which it  changes sign. In the range 0 - 5 °  the birefringence is 
p ractica lly  constant and fo r  a change o f  t i l t  from 0 to  20° ,  as 
encountered during the B to A transition in INA, the birefringence 
changes by 18’,.
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The birefringence o f  a fibre  in which there is  a certain degree 
o f  misorientation was calculated numerically, by an extension n* the 
computer programme orig in ally  developed by T. Porumh for the simulation 
o f  the fibre  ESR spectra (Ref. 6, Ref. 9 and Ref. in ). The 
misorientation was assumed to take the foim o f  a gaussian spread o f  
the axes o f  the helices about the fibre  axis, the probability o f  a 
polynucleotide helix lying along the generator o f  a cone o f semi-angle 0 
being proportional to :
exp ( -  b2/2 42) ,  (5.12)
where a is  the ha lf width o f the distribution.
The computer progranme operated a cylindrica l averaging routine 
at the level o f  both the fib re  and the nucleic acid h e lix , in which the 
individual contribution o f each base to the p o la r iza b ilit ie s  parallel 
and perpendicular to the fib re  axis, given by the equations (5. 7) and 
(5 .8 ), were accumulated separately, account being taken o f  the weight o f  
each orientation, (re f. 6) .  The two quantities were then subtracted as 
above.
The calculations showed that the results were dependent only on 
the difference o f the in-plane and normal-to-the-plane p o la r iza b ilit ie s  
and not on the actual values o f  aj and Op assumed. These results 
normalized for  an extreme birefringence o f  -  0*1 are presented in Fig. 
5 .3 . It is  interesting to note that the zero birefringence is  
obtained at the same t i l t  angle regardless o f  the degree o f  misalignment 
in the fib re .
5 .2 .3  The form birefringence
A solution o f  non-snherical molecules under streaming conditions 
or a body consisting o f  aligned elongated p articles  are often p ositiv e ly  
birefringent even i f  the component particles are iso trop ic , (Ref. l  and
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Ref. 11). This is  called form birefringence.
According to Hiener (Ref. 7) a bunch o f  rod-shaped p a rtic les , 
o f  width smaller than the ravelcngth o f  lig h t , o f  isotrop ic refractive 
index n^, immersed in a medium o f  refractive index n2 has a form 
birefringence given by:
^ f  = V2 n2 } , (Vj + V2 = 1 ) ,  (5.13)
(V1 +1 ) n / + V^ 2
Vi  and V2 beinR the volume fractions occupied by the rods and the solvent 
respectively.
Considering, as an example, rods with an average refractive 
index like that o f  the DMA, ^  = 1.6 (Ref. 4) and taking n2 = 1.33 as 
fo r  saline water, when the tiMO components occupy equal volumes the form 
birefringence is  + D.04.
In a particular flow experiment (Ref. 4) the form term 
represented 58! o f  the in trin sic  term, although in other cases the form 
term was predominant (Ref. 12).
Certainly, in the DNA fibres the form birefringence contribution 
cannot be ignored. Of course, in absolute value i t  should be smaller 
than the in tr in sic  term, to account for the negative values o f  the 
birefringence obtained experimentally.
The birefringence computations were extended to take into 
account the form term as follows: The polynucleotide helices were 
assumed to be grouped perfectly  in oriented bunches, the distribution  
o f  the bunches about the fib re  axis being gaussian. This description in 
terms o f  bunches in which the helices are perfectly  aligned is  consistent 
with the appearance o f  the fib re  X-ray d iffraction  patterns, particu larly  
with the sharpness o f  the equatorial re flection s. The value o f  the form 
birefringence o f  a bunch was taken to represent a specified  fraction  o f 
the in trin sic  birefringence o f  a perfectly  aligned fibre with zero base
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t i l t .  A bunch is  analogous to a 'bond' oriented along its  length, 
because the p o la rizab ility  (refractive index) is  maximum along the 
axis o f  the bunch. Rased on this analogy, the calculation o f  the form 
birefringence becomes equivalent to that o f  the in trin sic  birefringence 
and the formulae (5.7) and (5.8) are annlicable. Using the same 
averaging routines as before the values o f  the form birefringence o f  
fibres with specified  degrees o f  misalignment were obtained and then 
subtracted from the corresponding values o f  the in trin sic  birefringence.
The result is  shown in Fig. 5.4 for  the case in which the form 
term was chosen to represent 58% o f  the maximum in trin sic  term and the 
maximum birefringence was arb itrarily  set to the value o f  -0. 1 .
Rv comparison with Fig. 5.5 i t  can lie noted that, as a 
consequence o f  the subtraction o f  a positive quantity from the in trin sic  
term, the birefringence varies faster with the angle o f  t i l t  and changes 
sign at a smaller angle. The crossover s t i l l  takes place at a unique 
angle o f  t i l t  for  a ll the degrees o f  misalignment (fo r  the particular 
numeric application considered in Fig. 5.4 th is angle is  52°).
The contribution o f  the f la t  drugs to the birefringence o f  the 
fibre  was not considered e x p lic it ly  in this simulation. It is  reckoned 
that, by analogy with the bases, they have a large p o la r iza b ility  in the 
planes o f  their chromophores, which would enhance the negative 
birefringence o f  the polynucleotide fibres i f  they had a similar 
orientation to that o f  the bases.
5.3 Experimental Results
5. 3 .1  The fibre  dimensions
When the polynucleotide fibres are transferred from the room 
atmosphere (approx. 50* relative humidity) to an atmosphere o f  high
f i b r e : b i r e f r i n g e n c e
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relative humidity, they su ffer an increase o f  both their diameter and 
length. This e ffe c t  occurs irrespective o f  the nature o f  the poly­
nucleotide or o f  the presence o f  drugs in the fib res .
The variation o f  the fibre diameter with the relative hunidity 
(Fig. 5.5) is  small in the region below 80* relative humidity, a fter 
which it  becomes very rapid, amounting to an increase o f  the original 
diameter o f  30-60*. This variation is  fu llv  reproducible within the 
lim its o f  experimental errors (the probable maximum errors being 
indicated in Fig. 5 .5 ). Simultaneously with the swelling, there is  an 
increase in the length o f  the fib re . The variation o f  the length o f  
the fibre  with the relative humidity (Fig. 5.6) c lo se ly  resembles that o f  
the fibre  diameter, the increase o f  the length being o f  the order o f  
10 -  20*.
The swelling may be regarded as the macromolecular consequence 
o f  the hydration o f  the polynucleotide helices (Ref. 13). A study o f  
the X-ray d iffra ction  patterns obtained from these fibres (Fig. 6.1) 
reveals that in the case o f  the JTJA the hydration causes a greater 
intenmolecular separation. The variation o f  the intermolecular 
separation with the relative hunidity (Fig. 6 .5 , see Section 6.2 for  
further discussion) resembles the variation o f  the fibre  diameter; a 
linear relationship can be shorn to exist between the two parameters 
(Fig. 5 .7 ).
In order to explain the increase o f  the length o f  the WA fibres 
with the relative humidity i t  m i l  be recalled that the fib res  can be 
regarded as a co llection  o f  p a rtia lly  orientated bunches o f  p erfectly  
aligned helices (see Section 5 .2 .3 ). I t  can be seen that the hydration 
o f the helices m i l  cause an increase o f  the diameter o f  each bunch, thus 
resulting in a swelling which w ill have components both across the fib re  
axis (responsible for  the increase in the fib re  diameter) and along the
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fibre  axis (responsible fo r  the increase in length).
In the case o f the KNA fib res , the measured intermolecular 
separation remains unchanged at a ll humidites, as expected from the 
cry sta llin ity  o f  the molecular packing. The observed increase in 
dimensions o f the RNA fibres with increasing relative humiditv is  
probably caused by the expansion o f  the amorphous regions in between the 
RNA cry sta llite s  upon the water uptake.
The increase o f  the volume o f  the fibres due to hydration is 
expected to cause a dilution o f  the polarizable material present in the 
fib re . Since both the in trin sic  and form birefringence w ill lie 
reduced by dilution in the same proportion, i t  is  possible to allow for 
this a ffe ct  by applying a normalization procedure as described in 
Section 2.4 (equations 2.8 and 2 .9 ). A ll the birefringence measurements 
quoted in this chapter were normalized for  the e ffe c t  o f swelling. Apart firm 
placing the experimental data on a common concentration sca le , the 
normalization permitted other features, previously obscured by the large 
swelling e ffe c t , to become conspicuous.
The normalized birefringence values are quoted with an estimated 
accuracy o f -  5® (o f which 2% represents the uncertainty in the value 
before normalization).
5.3.2 Tire variation o f  the birefringence o f the polynucleotide fibres
The experiments presented in this section aimed to investigate 
the e ffe c t  o f  water uptake on the normalized birefringence o f various 
polynucleotide fib res.
The basic feature o f  the variation o f the normalized 
birefringence is  the increase with increasing relative humidity. As 
seen in Fig. 5.8, a typical curve displays a plateau in the low humidity
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region and a rapid increase in the region around 80?, relative humidity.
This behaviour was found valid for  sodium-DNA, lithitm-DNA, 12-fold RNA 
(polyl-polyC ), as well as for the drug fibres (see next section ).
In view o f  the theoretical considerations from Section 5.2 
there are three parameters that could be invoked in order to account for 
the variation o f  the normalized birefringence with the humidity;they are 
the degree o f  alignment, the form birefringence and the t i l t  o f  the 
nucleotide bases.
The f ir s t  p o ss ib ility  has to be ruled a it  as the magnitude o f 
the change is  too large to  be explained in terms o f  the change o f  the 
alignment within the fib re . Indeed, reference to the results o f  the 
comouter simulation from Fig. 5.3 shows that in order to produce the 
observed decrease o f  the birefringence, o f  the order o f  30 -  50% the 
h a lf i-ndth o f  the gaussian misorientation would liave to increase by 
about 2 0 - 3 0  degrees. The X-ray d iffraction  photographs obtained from 
these fibres (Fig. 6.1) exclude the p o ss ib ility  o f  such a major change 
in the degree o f  misorientation.
It  is  reckoned that the main e ffe ct  monitored during the 
variation o f  the normalized birefringence is  the change in the form term. 
The increase (in absolute value) o f  the birefringence with increasing 
humidity may be due to a progressively smaller form term subtracted from 
the in tr in sic  term (see Section 5 .2 .3 ). This interpretation is  
substantiated by the observation o f  the same kind o f  behaviour even from 
the RNA, which is  known to retain the same conformation at a l l  humidities. 
The RNA (polyl-oolyC) was purposely selected in order to eliminate any 
possible e ffe c t  o f  the change o f  t i l t  o f  the bases and allow the form 
birefringence to act as the main variable.
The magnitude o f  the ’ step-up' o f  the normalized birefringence 
o f  the RNA fibre  upon increasing the relative humidity, o f  about 60%
is  smaller than the approx. 90$ increase in the case o f  the DMA fibre  
which has undergone an A to  B transition (see the X-ray d iffraction  
photographs, Fig. 6 .1 ). Indeed, in the case o f  the DNA fib re , in 
addition to  the change in the form term, one also detected the increase 
o f  the in tr in sic  birefringence due to the change o f  the t i l t  o f  the 
bases (see Section 5 .2 .2 ). As i t  appears from the above percentages, 
the change o f  t i l t  is  only o f  second order importance compared to the 
role  played by the form term. The exact mechanism o f  the variation o f  
the form term is  not known.
It is  possible that the larger birefringence o f  the lithiim-DNA 
fib re  compared to that o f  the sodiun-DNA (Fig. 5.8) is  to a great extent 
due to  a better orientation , noticeable at high humidity, when both o f  
them are in the same R conformation (compare the X-ray d iffra ction  
patterns, Fig. 6 .1 ). In the low humidity range, one has the additional 
e ffe c ts  o f the s lig h tly  d ifferent t i l t  angles and modes o f  molecular 
packing.
A more quantitative comparison o f  the birefringence value o f  the 
polynucleotide fibres o f  d ifferent types is  d i f f ic u lt  because o f the 
combined e ffe ct  o f  the d ifferent t i l t  angles o f  the bases, molecular 
packings and degrees o f  alignment. However, as a general rule, i t  was 
found that at roan humidity the polyl-polyC fib res  had a smaller 
birefringence (-0.05 or lower, in absolute value) than that o f  the 
sodium-ONA fib res , which ranged between -0.06 and -0 .07 ; the birefringence 
o f  the lithiun-INA fibres was s lig h tly  higher, up to  -0 .09; the thin 
fibres often had a larger birefringence than the thick ones, possib ly 
re flectin g  a better orientation; at the same time, i t  was found that the 
fibres with larger salt content were less b irefringent, maybe due to  the 
presence o f  sodium chloride m icrocrystals.
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5. 3.3 The birefringence o f  the dmg-DNA fibres
The main observation resulting from the study o f  the drug-DNA 
fibres is  that their birefringence is  greater than that o f  the control 
fibres without drug, the birefringence being larger for  increasing 
amounts o f  drug present. Nevertheless, the normalized birefringence 
varies with the humidity in a similar fashion to  that o f  the poly­
nucleotide fibres mentioned in Section 5 .3 .2 .
The variation with the relative humidity o f  the normalized 
birefringence o f  fibres o f  d ifferent P/D ratios is  show in Pigs. 5.9 
and 5.10  fo r  two sets o f daunomycin-nNA and adriamycin-DNA complexes.
The maximum and minimum values o f  the birefringence are plotted as 
function o f  the nominal D/P ratio" o f  each fibre  in Fig. 5.11. Pxcept 
fo r  the P/D = 4, (see also Section 6 .2 .2 ) , the relationship is  linear 
both for  the high and low humidity values o f  the birefringence and the 
two lines are s lig h tly  divergent.
The birefringence, o f  several freshly-cut fib re  sections o f 
d ifferent drug content was measured at the room humidity both before and 
a fter  they were subjected to  a wet atmosphere. Two sets o f  
birefringence values were obtained, which are plotted against the D/P 
ratio  in Fig. 5.12. Within the experimental errors, the points l i e  
on two straight lines o f  d ifferent slopes. The slope corresponding to 
the sections measured before the wet treatment represents about 40* o f  
the value o f the slope corresponding to  the sections measured a fter  the 
treatment.
The proportional increase o f  the birefringence with the D/P 
ratio  could be accounted for  i f  the drug was intercalated or e lse , 
oriented nearly perpendicular to the helix ax is, so that the aniso­
tropy o f  the drug chromophore would add to the anisotropy o f  the DMA
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(see also Section 5 .2 ). The free drug, v/hen randomly distributed, 
would not contribute to the birefringence o f  the fib re .
The results presented in Fig. 5.12 substantiate this 
interpretation. Indeed, there is  soectroscooic evidence (see Section 
7. 2 . 1) that in a freshly-cut fibre section there is  a considerable 
amount o f  comnletely free drug. The small slope o f the p lot o f  the 
birefringence vs. D/P re fle cts  the existence o f  this unbound phase.
Nfost o f  the drug becomes bound when the section is  subjected to high 
humidity and remains preferentia lly  oriented even after the section is 
dried back. The increased slope corresponding to this situation is  in 
agreement with the drug having become oriented. By d irect comparison 
o f  the values o f  the two slopes i t  can be inferred that in the freshly- 
cut sections only about 40i o f  the drug was bound and the rest was 
unbound.
The e ffe ct  just mentioned is  encountered only in sections and is 
probably related to  the treatment during the embedding (see Section 2 .5 ). 
There is  no evidence o f  a similar free phase in fibres.
In Section 5.5.2 it  was shorn that the step made bv the 
normalized birefringence o f  various polynucleotide fib res  as the humidity 
increased could be interpreted in terms o f  a change o f  the form 
birefringence as a result o f  the swelling. The present results (Figs.
5.9 and 5 . 10) show that there is a similar step and therefore basica lly  
the same explanation is  valid  in the case o f the drug-DNA fib res  too.
The magnitude o f  the step o f  the normalized birefringence between 
the minimum and maximum humidities (Figs. 5.9 and 5 .10), measured by the 
gap between the pairs o f  curves in Fig. 5.11, increases s lig h tly  as the 
D/P ratio  becomes larger, i . e . ,  the two lines have s lig h tly  d ifferent 
slopes. Extending the argument presented in connection with Fig. 5.12, 
the divergence o f  the two lines ought to  indicate some redistribution  o f  
the drug taking place during the transition from the dry to  the wet state
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o f  the fib re . However, in relation to the general b e lie f  that a 
considerable proportion o f  the drug molecules leave the intercalated 
state upon lovering the humidity (Ref. 14 ; see also the X-ray evidence 
in Chanter 6) ,  i t  is  significant that the divergence o f  the two lines 
in Fig. 5.11 is very small. It  can be concluded- therefore, that the 
molecules leaving the intercalation s ite  ( i f  they indeed do so) should 
remain oriented with respect to the helix  axis with a t i l t  not very 
d ifferent from the one they had when intercalated.
The general conclusions obtained with the anthracycline fibres 
also seem to hold for  ethidium bromide. However, there are several 
details pointing out a greater degree o f  disorder existing in the 
ethidium fib res .
For example, in the variation with the humidity o f  the 
normalized birefringence o f several ER-ENA fibres  o f high sa lt content 
(0.1 MNaCl, Fig. 5 .13 /a ), the lower maximum values o f  the birefringence 
obtained with EB, as compared to ADM, and the tendency o f  the 
birefringence to drop at the highest humidities can be explained by a 
greater misalignment in these fib res , which becomes more apparent in 
the conditions o f  greater flu id ity  at high humidity. On the other hand, 
the p lo t  fo r  EB-DNA fibres o f  lover ion ic strength (0.01 MNaCl, Fig. 
5.13/b) is  d ifferent in the sense that the increase o f  the birefringence 
due to  the substantial transfer o f  the drug into the intercalated state 
(see also Section 6.3) has overcome the tendency towards misorientation 
and therefore the normalized birefringence r ises , rather than levels o f f  
at the highest humidities.
The lower value o f  the birefringence o f  the fibres with P/D = 7 
should be associated with the general Kid quality o f  the fibres o f  large 
EB content (see Section 6 .3 ).
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In conclusion, the present discussion has shorn that having 
taken into account the dilution e ffe c t , the change o f  the form 
birefringence due to  increased intermolecular separation and the change 
o f the degree o f  orientation in the fib re , the remaining features o f  
the birefringence are mainly a function o f  the t i l t  o f  the anisotronic 
units -  the nucleotide bases and the drugs. It has been pointed out 
that the enhanced birefringence o f  the drug-DNA fibres arises from the 
nreferential orientation o f  the drug chromophores. With anthracyclines, 
and possibly with ethidium, i t  has been inferred that the drug molecules 
remain essentia lly  perpendicular to the fibre  axis at a ll humidities.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION RESULTS FROM DR1 Rl-POLYNI JCLEOTI PE FT PRES 
6.1 Introduction
X-Ray d iffraction  patterns from PNA fibres
Several control X-ray d iffraction  patterns from double stranded 
polynucleotide fibres are shown in Fig. 6 .1 . The cross shaped 
distribution  o f  the d iffracted  intensities in these patterns is  
characteristic for  h elica l molecules (Ref. 1 and Ref. 2 ). Hie 
d iffracted  intensity is  confined to layer lin es , the spacing o f  the layer 
lines being related to the reciprocal o f  the helix pitch. The repeating 
o f  the monomeric units (the base-paired nucleotides) along the helix  axis 
generates further cross shaped series o f  reflections centred on the 
meridian o f  the pattern. The spacing o f the reflections along the 
equator is  related to the side by side packing o f  the helices in the 
fib re  and can be used to  calculate the intermolecular separation.
Further analysis using the diffracted  in tensities and molecular model­
building studies are required to determine the molecular structure. 
Usually, the individual structures o f  the bases and sugar-phosphates are 
assumed from single crystal studies, so what remains to be determined is 
their d isposition . Such studies have teen carried out in connection 
with the determination o f  the conformations o f  a numter o f  naturally 
occurring nucleic acids and synthetic polynucleotides.
In the B-DNA (Fig. 6 .1 /b /d ; Ref. 3 ), the bases are stacked on 
top o f  one another with orientation nearly perpendicular to the helix  
axis (the t i l t  is in the region o f  6 -  8° ;  see synoptic table in Ref. 4 ). 
There are ten base pairs ner turn o f  helix and the p itch  is  34.6 A for  
the sodium sa lt and 33.7 A for  the lithuim sa lt . Tims, each residue is
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related to the previous one by a 3.46 -  3.37 A rise  and 36° rotation.
In the A-DNA (Fig. 6 .1 /c ; Ref. 3 ), the bases are moved aivay, 
by ~4A° and t ilte d  by 20° with respect to the hélix axis. The hélix  is 
1 1 - fo ld , with a pitch o£ 28.15A. The structure o f  the douille helica l 
RNA can only be o f  the A-type (Fig. 6 .1 /e e f; Ref. 5 and Ref. 61.
Tn the ORNA (Fig. 6 .1 /a ; Ref. 4 and Ref. 7), the hélix is 
non-integral, with 9 1/3 base pairs per tum and a pitch o f  about 
31A°. As in the B form, the sugar conformation is -  exo (in A-DNA 
i t  is  -endo) and the bases retain their near-perpcndicularity to the 
hélix  axis. Tlie B and C forms o f  the PNA are usually semicrystalline, 
whereas the A-tvne structures are always crystalline.
In the present study, the X-ray d iffraction  technique was used 
to monitor the changes in the h elica l parameters and molecular packing 
o f  the DMA brought alxiut by the presence o f  the drug in the fib re . The 
variation o f  these parameters was studied as a function o f  the drug 
content (P/D ratio) and relative humidity.
In this work only sodium-DNA was used, the gels being usually 
obtained from solutions o f  ion ic strength around n.Ol M NaCl. At this 
ion ic strength, the DMA fibre  would normally undergo a transition between 
the B form existing at high humidities, to the A form, appearing below 
"80% relative humidity (Figs. 6 .1 /c /d ; Ref. 8) .  Such a transition takes 
place between the two structures without passing through intermediate 
forms, although both structures may be present simultaneously in the same 
fib re . However, i t  was found that a number o f  DNA fibres (both with and 
without drug) displayed the normal B patterns at high humidities, but did 
not undergo the expected B to  A transition uoon lowering the humiditv 
Instead, a gradual decrease o f  the pitch was recorded (reaching “28 .SA 
around 50% relative humidity)^while the d iffraction  photographs retained 
the semicrystalline features and the strong meridional re flection s
FIG. 8. S X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERNS FROM A DNA FIBRE (O.Ol M NACL)
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characteristic for a R-DNA pattern (a typical d iffraction  pattern is  
shown in Fig. 6 .2 ). The variation o f  the parameters o f such a fibre 
with the relative humidity is  shown in the p lot from Fig. 6..3. The 
measured values were reproducible for a number o f  cycles in which the 
humidity was varied between the two extremes (the probable maximum 
errors are estimated to be -  4$).
The pitch  o f  the low humidity form represents a 5A decrease 
(about 151) from the value o f  the R-ENA pitch , or a decrease o f  1 -  2A 
from that o f the C-DNA. Tins behaviour was not obtained from DNA 
fibres o f  the same material in which the ionic strength was greater 
than 0.05 M NaCl.
The occurrence o f  the species presented above re fle cts  the 
general tendency o f  the TINA to adopt conformations o f  loiter ptich under 
conditions o f  decreased hydration. However, an important characteristic 
o f  th is form is  that the transition from high to low pitch values is  
gradual, and takes place over a range o f  humidities at which intermediate 
p itch  values are obtained.
N eville and Davies (Ref. 0) reported sim ilar d iffraction  
patterns fo r  acridine-DNA fibres at low humidities and suggested that they 
were caused by the presence o f the drug. However, the present results 
show that the low pitch  form can be obtained both from the control DNA 
and the drug fibres (Fig. 6 .4 ) , thus i t  seems that it s  occurrence is  
correlated with the particular ion ic strength employed.*
The exact mechanism by which the low pitch conformation arises
is  not known. This DNA form may be treated as a h elix  containing
* It may be sign ificant that fibres o f  nominally the same ion ic strength 
made with DNA from two d ifferent preparations, behaved d iffe ren tly  (see 
Section 6.3 ) ;  the low pitch  form was obtained in the case in which the 
DNA was prepared by a purification  procedure (Section 2.1) repeated 
three times, whereas in the other case the pu rification  was Performed 
only once. It  thus appears that in addition to the ion ic strength it  
is  also the past history o f  the DNA samnle that mav be implied in tbn 
occurrence o f  the low p itch  structure. n Tne
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alternating regions o f  A and B type resulting from an indecisive R to 
A transition . Such as interpretation is  supported by the sim ilarity 
between the distribution o f the d iffracted  intensities (particu larly  
at large angles) in the above d iffraction  patterns and in the d iffra ction  
nattem  o f  mixed A and B character from a sodium DNA-EB fib re , P/D = 25, 
at 92% relative humidity, reported by Pigram (Ref. 10) ,  in which the 
two phases can be clearly  identified  from the low angle d iffraction  
spots. A lternatively, this form may lie regarded as a more highly wound 
DNA conformation belonging to  the R and C family o f  structures, in which 
the perpendicularity o f the bases to the helix axis is maintained.
6.2 fibres o f  DNA with adriamycin and daunonycin 
6. 2 .1  Experimental results
The results presented in this section were obtained from fibres 
prepared from ADM and DM-DNA solutions o f  P/D ratios ranging from 4 to 
50 and at ion ic strength 0.01 M NaCl (see .Section 2 .3 ). (The P/D ratios 
are quoted with an estimated accuracy o f  -  4$). The X-ray d iffraction  
patterns were recorded at seven relative humidities ranging from drv 
helium to “981. Roth the ADM and DM-DNA fib res , especia lly  those o f  
high drug content produced well orientated d iffra ction  patterns with 
sharoly defined layer lines.
Typical X-ray d iffraction  photographs are shown in Fig. 6 .4 .
The high relative humidity drug patterns are o f  the semicrystalline R- 
tyne, as shown by the strong meridional re flection s and the d istin ctive  
intensity distribution  on the layer lines, in particular the inner sharp 
spots on the second layer. The low humidity pattern obtained from fibres 
o f  P/D ratios less than 10 (eg. P/D -  5 in Fig. 6 .4 ), retained the same 
R-type appearance, whereas the fibres o f  P/D ratios larger than 10, inclu­
ding the control DNA, produced patterns which resembled the low p itch  DNA
P/O O, 3 2 / RH P/0 O, 33 / RH
P/D £0, 82 / RH P/0 20, 08 ✓ RH
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described earlier (Section 6 .1 ).
For a ll fib res , the helix pitch and the intermolecular separation 
underwent progressive, reversible changes as a function o f  tbe relative 
humidity, while the meridional re flection  retained its  position at 3.4A.
The variation o f  the intermolecular separation with the relative 
humidity is  shown in Fig. 6.5. The rapid increase o f  the intermolecular 
separation above “ 80$ relative humidity resembles the variation o f  the 
fibre  diameter, mentioned earlier  (Section 5 .3 .1 ) . The points 
enveloped by the two curves in Fig. 6.5 /a belong to ADM fibres o f  various 
drug contents. The fibres with more drug tended to have a lower 
intermolecular separation, as seen e x p lic it ly  in Rip. 6 .5 /b , in which the 
intermolecular separation is  plotted against the P/D ratio . The 
intermolecular separation values lviere the same for ADM and DM fib res  under 
sim ilar conditions.
Fig. 6.6 is  a p lot o f  the pitch o f  DM-TNA fibres o f  d ifferent 
P/D ratios as a function o f  relative humidity. A typical curve starts 
with a plateau in the low humidity region, followed by an increase o f 
p itch  in the region o f “ 80$ relative humidity and another plateau at 
high humidities.
Fig. 6.7 is  another m y  o f  p lotting the same data, using the 
intem olecular separation rather than the relative humidity as a 
measure o f  the hydration within the fib re . As a resu lt, the low 
humidity region is  contracted, and what appeared as a plateau in the 
previous p lot no longer looks so , whereas the plateau on the high 
humidity side is  emphasized. At very high humidities, a fter  having 
reached a maximum, there is  a tendency o f  the pitch o f  the ADM-DNA 
fibres to drop. This e ffe c t  is  not observed with DM-DNA fibres.
The maximum and minimum pitch  values obtained from each fibre 
are plotted against the nominal D/P ratio  in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. The
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experimental points follow curves ldiich originate at the values 
corresponding to the pitch o f  the control DNA fib re s , namely '.'VIA at 
high humidities and "28 .5A at low humidities.
In order to comnare the pitch values corresponding to the 
two drugs under similar humidity conditions, the parameters measured 
from tivo fibres o f  ADM and DM o f  the same P/D ratio  were plotted in 
Pig. 6.10. As i t  can he seen, the maximum pitch value is  s ligh tlv  
larger fo r  DM than ADM, but the transition to  the dry state is sharper 
in the case o f  DM, as a result o f  which the two curves cross over.
6.2.2 Discussion o f  the experimental resu lts
6.2.2A The interpretation o f  the variation o f  the helix pitch as a 
function o f relative himidity. A B-tyoe structure in which the .3.4A 
translation per residue persists, while the helix  pitch increases 
and the intermolecular separation decreases proportionally to the amount 
o f  drug present indicates intercalation (Ref. 9, Ref. 11, Ref. 12 and 
Ref. 13; see also Chapter 1).
According to Fuller (Ref. 11), the relationship between the 
h elix  pitch and the intercalated drug may he described by the fom ula:
L + 3.4 N/M
—---------------------------------  , (6 . 1)
1 + (0 /360) (NAO
where L is  the helix pitch o f  the FNA in the absence o f  drug, N is  
the number o f  base pairs in one turn o f  the undistorted helix , 0 is  
the angle o f  winding o f  the helix  at the s ite  o f  intercalation 
(negative for unwinding), and M is  the number o f  base pairs per molecule 
o f  hound drug (2M = P/D).
The theoretical curve calculated on the basis o f  the R-DNA 
parameters (see Section 6.1) and an unwinding angle o f  12° (as 
suggested by model-building studies -  Ref. 11 and Ref. 15) is  plotted
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in Pips. 6.8 and 6.9. The maximum values o f  the pitch recorded 
experimentally fo r  various D/P ratios (these values being usually 
recorded in the region o f  hiph relative humidity) are also plotted in 
the same diagram. It can be seen that the experimental points 
conform fa ir ly  well to the theoretical curve, to the extent o f  
reproducing both its  shape and the numerical values. Therefore, i f  
one assumes that the experimental points represent the situation in 
which a l l  the drug was intercalated, a 12° unwinding o f the helix at 
the s ite  o f  intercalation provides the best f i t  to the experimental 
data. It  is  estimated that the combined e ffe c t  o f  the uncertainties in 
the D/P ratios and the pitch values allow this angle to lx? estimated 
to  within -  3°.
It is  tempting to believe that the tendency o f  the pitch to 
form a plateau at hiph relative humidities (-Pip. 6.6) substantiates the 
assumption that a ll the drug ivas intercalated. The departure o f  the 
experimental points o f  n/P ratio greater than 0.20 from the theoretical 
curves in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 may correspond to the saturation o f  the 
available binding sites .
The e ffe c t  o f  assuming other values o f  the unwinding angle was 
investigated. In particular, calculations were carried out with the 
value o f  26° suggested fo r  ethidium by Wang (Ref. 16). The results 
show that i f  the drug unwinds the helix  at the s ite  o f  intercalation  bv 
more than 12°, the experimental points in the pitch vs. D/P plot can be 
fitte d  only i f  one assumes that a fraction o f  drug molecules is  not 
intercalated; the larger the unwinding angle, the larger this fraction  
should be. For 12° unending this fraction was zero. Fbr an unwinding 
angle o f  26°, the best f i t  to the high humidity points in the p lot from 
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 was obtained i f  one assumed that 30 -  5% o f  the 
molecules was unintercalated.
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It  is  possible that ip this case the plateau at high humidities 
in the p lot o f  the pitch vs. relative humidity from Fig. 6.6 re fle cts  
the attainment o f an equilibrium situation between the hydrophobic 
drive towards intercalation (inherent in the apolar nature o f  the drug 
chromophore) and the hydrophilic nature o f  the polar substituents o f  
the drug molecule.
At this point an attempt w ill be made to  estimate quantitatively 
the amount o f  dmg leaving the intercalated state upon lowering the 
humidity. As some o f  the X-ray d iffraction  patterns o f  the drug-DNA 
fib res  (namely those o f  P/D ratios 20 and 50) displayed at the low 
humidities the characteristics o f  the low pitch DMA form, such an 
estimate w ill depend c r it ic a l ly  on the way in which one treats the 
appearance o f  pitch values below the 34A lim it o f  the B-DNA (see Figs.
6.8 and 6 .9 ). It  turns out that the problem may be approached along 
two d ifferent lin es , with sign ifican tly  different consequences. A 
f i r s t  treatment and its  consequences are discussed below and an 
alternative one is  given in Section 6.2.20.
one ignores in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 the low humidity points 
belonging to  fibres with P/D ratios greater or equal to 20, it  is  
possible to f i t  the remaining low humidity points onto theoretical 
curves based on the parameters o f  the B-DNA, assuming the presence o f  
a certain fraction o f  unintercalated drug. The best f i t  to the 
experimental points for unwinding angles o* 12° and 26° was obtained 
i f  the fraction  o f  unintercalated drug was 55 (^5)! and 65 (*5)« 
respectively ; thus, approximately 55! o f  the drug molecules leave the 
intercalated state upon lowering the humidity according to  the f ir s t  
model, and approximately 35! (in addition to the 30! already uninter­
calated at the highest RU) according to the second model. These 
figures represent overestimates o f  the real situation , in view o f  the
«7
fact that the low pitch form o f the DNA night have contributed towards 
lowering the pitch values experimentally recorded.
The variation o f  the pitch with the relative hunidity is 
consistent with the b e lie f  that the intercalation is  driven by 
hydrophobic forces (Ref. 17). The fact that the pitch values remain 
higher than those o f the control TWA even at lower humidities, When the 
hydrophobic drive is minimum, indicates the additional stabilization  o f 
the intercalated state by the interaction o f the side groups o f  the 
drug with the phosphate backbone o f the DNA (Ref. 11 and Ref. 18).
Previous model building studies by Digram et a l (Ref. 11) 
have shorn that DM may be intercalated via the large groove o f  the 
B-DNA h elix , the intercalated configuration being stabilized by the 
formation o f  an e lectrosta tic  bond between the amino group o f  the drug 
and the f i r s t  phosphate group away from the intercalation s ite .
Present model building studies have shown that ADM may be intercalated 
in a way similar to DM, but in the case o f  ADM an additional hydrogen 
bond can also be formed between the extra hvdroxyl group o f  the drug and 
the phosphate group situated next to  the intercalated chromophore.
The p o ss ib ility  o f  the intercalated ADM forming an additional 
stab iliz in g  bond with the DNA backbone may account fo r  the longer 
persistence o f  ADM in the intercalated state upon decreasing the 
hi m idity, as i t  can be noticed by referring to Fig. 6 .in.
The presence o f  the hydroxyl substituent can also explain why 
the high humidity plateau corresponding to ADM occurs at a lower pitch 
value than that corresponding to DM: under conditions o f  high hydration, 
the polar, hydrophillic OH group w ill cause an increased a ff in ity  o f  the 
drug towards the solvent. Thus, the hydrophobic drive towards 
intercalation w ill be reduced, with the result o f  a proportionallv lower 
number o f  drug molecules becoming intercalated, with the consequence o f
PITCH&
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a lower pitch. Support for this interpretation comes from the observed 
drop o f  the pitch values o f  the ADM fibres at the highest humidities 
(Fig. 6 .7 ), behaviour which is  not observed with DM.
The sign ificant difference in the behaviour o f  the two drugs 
on lowering the humidity (Fig. 6.10) lias d irect relevance to the 
understanding o f  the difference in their b io log ica l a ctiv ity . I t  w ill 
be remembered that these drugs inhibit the DMA -  dependent DMA and RNA 
synthesis as a result o f  complex formation with the DMA o f  the 
deoxyribcnacleoorotein. Roth these drugs are characterized by a marked 
antitumour a ctiv ity , and from the chemotherapeutic point o f  view ADM 
appears to be more e ffective  than DM. As shown above, the extent o f  
intercalation is highly dependent on the degree o f  hydration o f  the 
DMA and ADM is  canable o f  retaining its  a ffin ity  towards the DNA over a 
wider range o f relative humidities. In the liv ing c e l ls ,  the presence 
o f  nucleoprotein and enzyme systems comolexed irith the nucleic acid 
are lik e ly  to create at times an environment devoid o f  water, similar to 
the environment existent in fibres under low’ humidity conditions. It 
appears, therefore, that ADM is  a more e ffe ctiv e  drug because o f  its  
poten tia lity  to remain intercalated even under these conditions.
6 .2 .2B Considerations related to the external binding o f  the drug 
molecules in the f ib r e . The above analysis has interpreted the 
variation o f  the helica l pitch with the relative humidity in terms o^ a 
fraction  o f  drug molecules becoming unintercalated at low' humidities. 
rn connection with Fig. 6.5, i t  is  at f ir s t  sight surprizing to see 
that even at the lowest humidity, when the centre-to-centre distance 
between helices is  o f the same order o f  magnitude as the sum o f  their 
ra d ii, the helices o f  large drug content, such as F/D = 5, pack closer 
than those o f  low' drug content, despite the presence o f  a considerable
fin
amount o f nonintercalated drug.
To a certain extent, the reduced intermolecular separation in 
the drug-IRA fibres re fle cts  the reduction in the average helix diameter, 
as a result o* the unwinding o f  the helix by the intercalated molecules 
(Ref. 11 and Re*'. 13). At the same time, the charged side groups o f  
the intercalated drugs are expected to cause considerable screening o f  the 
e lectrosta tic  renulsion between the DMA helices, thus allowing the helices 
to pack even closer. It is  possible that the nonintercalated drug 
would have a similar screening e ffe c t  and, provided the bulk o f  the 
molecule is  confined to the helical groove, this would not prevent the 
close  packing o f the IRA molecules.
It  should be mentioned that the optical properties o f  the 
fibres -  the birefringence (Chapter 5) and the dichroism (Chapter 7), 
would require that a ll the drug molecules retained their oreintation 
approximately perpendicular to the helix axis at a l l  humidities. Such 
a situation could arise i f  the unintercalated drug molecules adopted a 
well defined external mode o f  binding which imposed this particular 
orientation o f  the chromophores relative to the h elica l axis.
It could he envisaged that the external binding o f  the drug 
would involve the same ion ic and hydrogen bonding interactions lx)tween 
the side grouns o f  the drug and the IRA backbone as in the case o f  the 
intercalated drug. Very preliminary model building tests have shown 
that, in prin cip le , the drug molecule could be attached in either 
groove o f  the IRA helix , while retaining its  hydrogen bonded lin k (s) 
with the phosphate backbone and maintaining the approximate 
perpendicularity o f  the chromophore to the helix axis.
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6.2.2C Considerations related to the p o ss ib ility  o f  intercalation into 
the low-humidity form o f  the DMA. According to one o f the in tem ret- 
ations mentioned in Section 6.1, the low pitch form o f  the ITJA, occurring 
at low humidities, may be regarded as a version o f  the B-HNA in which 
the bases maintain their perpendicular orientation to the helica l axis 
but the winding angle per residue is  increased. Indeed, the “ 28 .5A 
p itch  can arise from a structure in which there are ~8.4 base pairs per 
turn o f  h elix , related by a rise per nucleotide o f  3.4A and a rotation 
o f  about 43°, i . e .  7° larger than in the B-FNA.
It  could be envisaged that the drug molecules, rather than 
leaving the intercalated state upon lowering the humidity, remained 
intercalated, and the observed variation oT the helix nitch was the 
result o f  the conformational change undergone by the DNA between its  
B conformation and the low pitch form.
Theoretical calculation were carried out on the basis o f 
Eqn. (6 .2 ) ,using the low pitch ENA parameters, various unwinding angles 
and assiming various proportions o f  intercalated drug. It was found 
that in this case the low humidity points (Figs. 6.8 and 6 .9 ), 
including those o f  low D/P ratio  which were ignored in the previous 
analysis, could be fit te d  by assuming much smaller fractions o f  
unintercalated drug than required previously.
For example, i f  the unwinding angle o f the low pitch helix 
was 12°, a l l  the drug molecules could be intercalated even at the low 
humidity. This situation , therefore, sets the lower lim it to  the 
possible unwinding angles. It  is  d i f f i c u l t  to appreciate how sign ificant 
is  the fact that the calculations based on a 12° unwinding angle are 
consistent with 100% intercalation both tinder the previous treatment o f 
the high humidity pitch values and the present treatment fo r  the low 
humidity ones.
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However, i t  is  tempting to believe that the geometry o f  the 
intercalation s ite  would tend to he sim ilar, whether the intercalation 
took place into the low pitch DNA foim or into the ordinary R-DNA.
In this context, one can regard the binding as consisting o f  the drug 
f ir s t  inducing a local conformational change towards the R form, 
followed by intercalation . For examnle, a local unwinding o f  the 
h elix  at the s ite  o f intercalation o f  IP0 ( i .e .  12° plus on additional 
7° to account fo r  the higher degree o f  winding up o f  the low* nitch 
helix) would bring the base pairs adjacent to the intercalated drug in 
the same relative orientation as following 12° unwinding o f  the R-form.
The theoretical curves (Figs. 6.8 and 6.0) based on 10° unwinding agree 
with the exnerimental results i f  the fraction o f  intercalated drug was 
in the region o f  90 (-  5)1. Assuming the model in which the B-RNA is 
unwound by 26° at high humidity, a 33° unwinding o f  the low pitch form 
( i . e . ,  26° + 7°) would require an additional 10% o f the tota l number o f  
drug molecules becoming nonintercalated, making the tota l amount o f  free 
drug to 40|. Thus, the change in the fraction o f  intercalated drug 
would be again o f  the order o f  “ 10%, as in the fir s t  example.
I t  is  d i f f ic u lt  to assess the merits o f  th is intem retation 
over the model oresented in the f ir s t  sub-section; the advantage o f  the 
present treatment is  that i t  takes into consideration a ll the 
experimental points, particularly those from fibres o f  low drug content 
which produced pitch values below those o f  the R-RNA.
As under this treatment the change in the fraction o f  in ter­
calated drug caused by loivering the humidity is  small, the birefringence 
measurements mentioned above can be interpreted without having to assume 
the preferred orientation o f  the unintercalated chromonhores nemendicular 
to  the fibre axis. It  w ill be shorn in Chanter 7 that the fibre 
dichroism results can be interpreted quantitatively to suit either model.
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6.3 X-ray d iffraction  results obtained with EB-DNA fibres
An X-ray d iffraction  study similar to that presented above 
for ADM and DM was carried out with EB. It  covered the range o f  P/0 
ratios between 5.6 and 18 and the ion ic strength was 0.01 M NaCl.
Tyoical X-ray d iffraction  patterns from EB-DNA fibres at high 
and low humidities are shown in Fig. 6.11. They indicate a lower 
regularity o f  the DMA structure than obtained with anthracyclines. 
Contrary to the tendency noticed with the anthracyclines, the fibres 
with increased EB content produced worse X-ray d iffraction  patterns 
than those o f  low drug content.
The d iffraction  patterns recorded under conditions o f  high 
relative  humidity had recognizable B-type features. The defin ition  o f  
the patterns became worse upon decreasing the humidity.
The coordinates o f  the centres o f  the d iffraction  spots on 
the equator and the second layer lines in each pattern w re  used to 
calculate the intermolecular separation and the helica l p itch . Bv 
repeating the measurement o f  the same pattern a number o f  times, it  
was estimated that the accuracy achieved in determining these 
parameters was within -  4% (standard deviation ). A p lot o f  the helix 
pitch against the intermolecular separation is  shown in Fig. 6.12. 
D iffraction  patterns sim ilar to those frem Fig. 6.11, but with layer 
lines less well defined have been reported previously (Ref. 12 anti 
Ref. 10). The pitch values at 92% relative humidity measured from 
four d iffra ction  photographs by Digram (Ref. 10) are o f  the same order 
o f  magnitude as the values obtained in this study.
The fibres with P/D ratios 10, 12, 18 (Fig. 6.12a) belong to 
a set o f  complexes for which the control DMA fibres underwent the 
normal B to A transition on lowering the humidity. The X-ray 
d iffra ction  patterns o f  the corresponding drug-BNA fibres became d iffuse
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for  humidity below 75>?, .
The fibres with P/D ratios 8.8 and 11 (Fig. 6.12/1,) were prcpnrcd 
from the same DMA which was used for  the anthracycline-DNA fibres (Section 
6 .2 ). From the X-ray d iffraction  patterns o f  tliese fib res , recorded 
under conditions o f low relative humidity (below 75$)> pitch vnlues 
intermediate between that o f  the B-DNA and tliat o f  the low pitch  DMA were 
obtained. Kith fibres which produced low pitch patterns at low humidity, 
the pitch increased continuously over the entire ran,to o f  humidities (nip 
6.12/1)), whereas with the fibres o f the previous set (Fig. 6,12/a) the 
o itch  tended to  reach a plateau at high humidities. It looks as i f  the 
absence o f  a nlateau in the variation o f  the pitch in Fig. 6.12/1) is  due 
to the additional e ffe c t  o f  the progressive contraction o f  the rjr;/\ on low­
ering the humidity (mentioned in .Section 6.1 with reference to Fig. 6 .3 ).
The increased pitch values obtained with a ll the fibres at high 
humidities confirm that FB is  an intercalating dmg. The maximum pitch 
values obtained from the EB-JTIA fibres are o* the same order o f  magnitude 
as those obtained from the AIT! and IT! fibres o f  the corresponding P/D 
ratios  and thus can be fitte d  to the same theoretical curves to within 
5 -  10$ (see Section 6 .2 .2 ).
I t  w ill be recalled that folloiving a study o f  the variation o f  
the sunercoils in closed circu lar 1KA, the anthracyclines wore found to 
unwind the helix  at the s ite  o f  intercalation by h a lf as much as ET5 (Ref 
IP ). However, the Present X-ray d iffraction  data do not seem to  re fle ct  
a s ign ificant difference between the maximum oitch  values obtained with F.B 
and the anthracyclines.
Further interpretation o f  these observations is  not possible with­
out a knowledge o f  the fraction  o f  drug actually intercalated at the high
humidity in the fibres containing these drugs.
In both plots from Fig. 6.12, corresponding to the tto  sets o f
FB-1WA fib re s , the increase o f  the helica l p itch  upon increasing the 
re la tive  humidity started with pitch  values around those o f  the
O
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corresponding control DNA fibres. Thus, unlike with the anthracycline- 
DNA fib res , which retained an increased pitch even at the lowest 
humidities, FR seems to have a marked tendenev to dissociate from the 
DNA at relative humidities below “ 75’3.
It would appear that JIB lacks the e lectrosta tic  and hydrogen 
bonding interactions available to  ATM and DM for  the stabilization  o f  
the intercalated comnlex. The p oss ib ility  o f  the intercalated T-R 
interacting with the two nhosnhate chains o f  the DMA via the hydrogen 
bonds formed by it s  amino substituents (Ref. 12) does not seem to 
confer su ffic ien t energetic stabilization  to the intercalated state 
such as to maintain i t  under conditions o f  low hydration.
Considerations related to the p o ss ib ility  o f  drugs intercalating into 
RNA helices
The question o f  the intercalation o f  the drugs into double 
stranded RNA is  interesting in view o f  the fact that the spectroscopic 
properties o f  the drug-RNA complexes display many sim ilarities to the 
drug-DNA comnlexes (see Chanter 1), and the drug-RNA mixture (see 
Section 4.1) sedimented in the ultracentrifuge. However, neither 
the d iffraction  patterns obtained from FR-oolyT-polyC and ADM-oolvT- 
polyC fibres (in which the helix is  confined to an A-typc conformation'), 
nor the crystalline A pattern obtained from an FR-DNA fibre  o f  low ionic 
strength (Fig. 6.13) revealed any changes o f  the unit c e ll  dimensions 
that might be attributed to the presence o f the drug. It  annears tliat 
in the case o f  the DNA, the drug (previously intercalated) has lxîen 
expelled from the helix and probably also from the crystal la tt ice  into 
the amorphous regions o f  the fibre .
It w ill be recalled that in an A-tyne helix the bases are 
displaced from the helix  axis and t i lte d . Following the creation o f 
an intercalation gap into this h e lix , consisting in an untwisting o f  the
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h elica l backbone and the separation o f  two base pa irs, the axes o f  the 
RNA segments above and below the intercalation s ite  would loose their 
co lin earity . (For an analogy, see also Crick 's hypothesis oF the 
kinky helix  -  Ref. 20). Even i f  in solution the intercalation 
o f  the drug was accepted as a p o ss ib ility , such a change o f  direction 
o f  the helica l axis would be opposed by the packing constraints within 
fib res. Thus, the energetic advantage gained from cry sta llin ity  may 
well result in abolishing the binding o f  the drug, as was also the 
case with the ER-HNA fibre  mentioned above.
Possibly an insight into the drug-RNA interaction could bo 
gained from a comparative sutdy o f  the radial intensity distribution  in 
gel X-ray d iffraction  patterns, as under these conditions the oackin" 
constraints are less severe.
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PR
OIAPTER 7
THE OPTICAL DICHROISM OF DRUG -  TTIA FIBRES
7.1 Theoretical considerations
7.1.1 Introduction
The v is ib le  absorption bands o f  the planar drugs usually 
correspond to transitions which take place within the planes o f  
the drug chromonhores (Ref. 1 and Ref. 2 ). A condition fo r  the 
absomtion o f  polarized light is  that the direction o f  vibration o f the 
e le c tr ic  vector o f  the radiation should be para lle l to the electron ic 
transition dipole o f the molecule. Thus, i f  the drugs arc intercalated 
into the IN A, light w ill be preferentia lly  absorbed when it s  d irection  
o f  polarization is  perpendicular to the helix  axis. For a fib re , one 
defines the dichroic ra tio , D, as the abosrbance fo r  polarization 
perpendicular to the fib re  axis, Ap  divided by the absorbance fo r  
polarization parallel to  the fibre  axis, Ap :
D = Ai  /  An  , (7 .! )
I t  may be expected that D w ill vary according to the extent o f  
intercalation o f  the drug in the fib re  and w ill also be sensitive to  
the general degree o f  alignment o f  the RNA helices and the orientation 
o f  the un-intercalated drug.
In the previous chapter, the results obtained by monitoring 
the extent o f  intercalation by the X-ray d iffra ction  teclinique wore 
discussed and, in particular, quantitative predictions were made o f  
the fractions o f  intercalated drug at the highest and lowest relative 
humidities. In the subsequent treatment these fractions m i l  bo 
denoted by f ^  and respectively. Tn this c lianter , the
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dichroic ratio technique w ill be used quantitatively to check the 
v a lid ity  o f  these predictions and to obtain further information about 
the state o f  the un-intercalated drug in the fib re . R,r this purpose, 
a theoretical simulation o f  the dichroism o f  the drug-polynucleotide 
fib res  as a function o f  the orientation o f  the drug chromophorcs 
re la tive  to the helix axis and the decree o f  misalignment o f  these 
helices was develooed.
7 . 1 . 2  T h e o r e t i c a l  s i m u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  f i b r e  d i c h r o i s m
Fraser has calculated the dependence o f  the dichroic ratio  on 
the angles o f  the (infra-red) transition dipoles relative to the helix 
axis for  the case o f  a Perfectly orientated fib re  (Ref. 3). The 
present theoretical simulation extends that treatment to take into 
account the various degrees o f  misalignment o f the helices within the 
fib re .
The simulation is  based on similar principles and was carried 
out using an extension o f the same computer programme as used fo r  the 
calculation o f  the fibre birefringence (see Section 5 .2 ). In previous 
studies (Ref. 3, Ref. 4 and Ref. 5 ), the departures from perfect 
alignment were, treated in terms o f  a model according to which a fraction 
o f  helices were perfectly  oriented whereas the others were randomly 
disordered. In the present model, the drug molecules were assumed to 
be r ig id ly  bound to the polynucleotide helices which, in turn, were 
assumed to have a gaussian distribution o f  orientations about the fib re  
axis (Rqn. 5.12). The absorption o f polarized light is  proportional 
to the square o f  the cosine o f  the angle between the direction  o f  
polarization o f  the ligh t and the direction o f  the e lectron ic transition 
dipole within the chromophore (Ref. 3). A cy lindrica l averaging was 
performed at the level o f  both fibre  axis and polynucleotide h elix , in
1 0 0
which the contributions o f  each molecule to the absorbance o f light 
polarized perpendicular and para llel to  the fib re  axis were 
accumulated separately. The two quantities were then divided into one 
another to y ie ld  the dichroic ratio  D.
The results are presented in Pip. 7 .1 , in which the dichroic 
ratios calculated for  fibres o f  various degrees o f  misalignment are 
p lotted  against the angle between the transition dipole and the plane 
perpendicular to the helix axis. The dichroic ratio o f  a p erfectly  
orientated fib re  varies between zero and in fin ity , reproducing Fraser's 
results (Ref. 3). A ll the curves cross over on the D = 1 line fo r  a 
t i l t  angle o f 35°16'. I t  should be noted that the angle o f  the 
transition dipole to the plane normal to the DNA helix  does not have to 
be equal to the angle o f  t i l t  o f  the chromonhore (defined in Section 
5 .2 .2 , by reference to Pig. 5.2) For an arbitarv orientation o f  the 
transition dipole within the chronophorc, this angle m i l  usually be
lower than the angle o f  t i l t .
The practical use o f  the alxrve simulation requires the
knowledge o f  the orientation o f  the e lectron ic transition dipole in the 
chromophore. However, the number o f  molecules for idiich the directions 
o f  the transition dipoles have been determined is  very lim ited, and 
even i f  quantum mechnaical calculations have been performed (Ref. 1 and 
Ref. 2 ) , these directions are not known with certainty. Under these 
circumstances, i t  was decided to consider the absorption o f  light being 
isotrop ic  in the plane o f the chrcmophore. It m i l  be seen below that 
fo r  small angles o f  t i l t  o f  the chromophore this was a reasonable 
approximation.
Fig. 7.2 shows the theoretical curves calculated on the basis 
o f the above assumption, representing dichroic ra tio  as a function o f
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the t i l t  o f  the chrmophote relative to  the nlanc perpendicular to the 
h e lix  axis. In view o f  what was mentioned above, the isotroo ic  
approximation may be regarded as equivalent to the absorption being 
due to a single transition dinole in the nlane o f  the chrmonhore, 
making an angle with the plane normal to  the helix axis intermediate 
between zero and the angle o f  t i l t  o f  the chromonhore.
In the isotrop ic case, the dichroic ratio  varies between 0.5  and 
in fin ity  and the crossover occurs on the D -  1 line at S4°/t4» As 
expected, fo r  zero t i l t  the curves intersect the D- axis at the same 
values as obtained under the previous treatment (Fig. 7 . 1 ) 71,,^
fo r  small values o f  the t i l t  angle the predictions made on the basis o f  
e ither model w ill be very sim ilar. For larger angles o f  t i l t ,  such as 
10°  and 20 and a gaussian parameter o f  misalignment o f 20° ,  the 
d ichroic ratio  values predicted on the basis o f  the isotrop ic model are 
I 3* and larRer than the respective values predicted on the basis o f
the f i r s t  model.
7 .1 . 3 An analysis o f  the dichroism in terms o f  two hound drug species 
The case in which a fraction  o f  drug molecules is  either 
randomly oriented or assumes a preferential orientation relative to 
the fibre  axis, different to that o f  the remaining molecules w ill now
be considered.
I f  the drug molecules in the fib re  arc oriented and i f  A 
and Aj are the absorbances measured with lig h t polarized para lle l and 
perpendicular to  the fibre axis, then the expression:
A = (1/3) (An  +2Ap (7. 2)
gives the isotrop ic value o f  the aboswbance, which m ild  lie recorded 
on the same specimen using unpolarized lig h t , and which is  the same as
1 0 .?
the value that would he recorded (fo r  any direction  o f  polarization  o f  
the ligh t) i f  the absorbing chrcmonliores wore randomly disordered.
1 is inn Kqns. (7.1) and (7 .2 ), i t  is  easy to show that i f  the 
drug molecules are distributed between tie, phases (eg. intercalated 
and outside bound), each characterized by a d istin ct orientation
relative to the helix axis, the dichroic ra tio  (D) is  given by the 
follow ing expression:
"  * l' DoutJ * "out (;f)int * ^  , (7-, ,
(2"int + 1) -  2 f 01int -  nout)
where f  is  the fraction o f  drug molecules present in the f ir s t  phase
and " in t ’ ’’out nre tfle dichroic ratio s  one would measure i f  a l l  tlic
drug molecules belonged to  the f ir s t  .and second phase rcsoectivelv ."
T h e  d i c h r o i c  r a t i o s  D. . a n d  T) can hn m i n t n i  ♦. ...
i n t  o u t  ^  r e  r e l a t e a  t o  t h e  a n g l e s  o f  t i l t
o f  the chromonhores and their degrees o f misalignment using the 
theoretica l simulations from Figs. 7.1 and 7.2. The nqn. (7.3) mnv he 
used to predict a value for  the fibre  dichroic ra tio  on the basis o f  a 
particu lar given model, or may Ik  solved for one o f  the parameters f ,  
Din t ’ Dout i f  the others are knowt.
In princip le, one may write a relation  o f the type (7.3) for 
the experimental dichroic ratio  obtained at m y relative humidity; in 
particu lar for  the maximum ( D J  and minimum ( n ^ )  vai 110s ol,tnineH n  
high and low relative humidities respectively:
^int’ Dout^
(7 .3 * ')
The corresponding fractions o f  intercalated drim f  f  m .
"  max’ min nv be
obtained from tho analysis o f  the X-ray d iffra ction  data. Thus the
i *
system o f  two equations (7 .3  ) and ( 7 .3 " ) ,  containing two unknowns 
Cnin t ’ "out1, can he solved to a unique solution in tom s o f  the
D - (f , D. , D ) fn ,,wv max* int> mi*' (7.3')max
D . ~ (f  . . 0. 1) 1mm min’ mt* outJ
out
experimental
humidities.
Dout
quantities Dmax, 
One obtains:
max’ Dmm7 mm obtained at two different
f  . D . (2D . + 1) -  f  r> (2D +11min mm mm 1 max max v max (7.4)
f  . (2D . + 1 ) -min v mm f  (2D + 1)max v max
which, used in conjunction with Eqn. (7.3) y ields the second unknown, 
Din t . The im nlicit assumntion made on solving this system o f  equations 
was that Dint and D ^  remained the same at both humidities, that is  to 
say that for  each mode o f  binding the orientations o f  the chromophores 
relative to the helix axis and the misalignment associated with these 
orientations did not change with the humidity.
7.2 Experimental results
7.2 .1  (leneral
Due to the large absorbance o f  the nucleic acid -  drug fibres 
o f  high drug content, the optical dichroism work was confined to the 
study o f  specimens o f  P/D ratios .greater than about 20. Tn order to 
obtain spectra from fibres o f  higher drug content, longitudinal fibre 
sections were obtained, as described in Section 2.5.
Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 show typical absorption spectra recorded with 
ligh t polarized perpendicular and para lle l to the fibre  axis from an 
AIT1-TN/V fibre  and fib re  section. Hie spectra are sim ilar to those 
obtained from the same complexes in solution (see Section 4.2.21 
From the positions and relative in tensities o f  the peaks i t  can lie 
deduced that most o f the drug is  in the intercalated state, with the 
exception o f  the freshly-cut section (H r. 7 .4)> the m c t m  o f  
is  not red shifted and displays the characteristics o f  the free 
unbound drug (compare to Pig. 4 .7 ; see also the discussion in connection 
with Fig. 5.12 in Section 5 .3 .3 ).
f i b r e : r b s o r p t i o n  s p e c t r r  r t  t w o  p o l r r i z e r  o r i e n t r t i o n s
n o
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7.3. FIBRE ABSORPTION SPECTRA. A. ADR1AMYCIN-DNA FIBRE (P/O-OO)
*0gy RELATIVE HUMIDITY. B. CONTROL DNA FIBRE AT 92X RELATIVE HUMIDITY
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Tfnon increasing the relative humidity, the general tendencv o f  
the absorbance o f  both fibres and fibre sections is  to decrease, due to 
the d ilution  e ffe c t  caused by the swelling o f  the FNA. This e ffe c t  is 
v is ib le  in the "p ara lle l" absorption spectra from Pip. 7 .4 /b . The 
"pemendicular" absorbance o f  the fibre  section (Pip. 7.4/n) did not 
decrease because the e ffe c t  o f dilution  was counterbalanced by the 
e ffe c t  o f  a larper number o f drup molecules becominp oriented 
perpendicular to  the fibre axis (see Section 7 .2.:V). As seen in
Pip. 7 .4 /c , the dichroic ratios obtained takinp the ratio  o f the 
correspondinp values from the "perpendicular" and "para lle l" absorption 
snectra, are constant over the entire absorption band o f  the drup.
It  is  estimated that the dichroic ratios calculated from 
spectra o f  fibre sections are accurate to  within -  23. However, with 
fib re  spectra (Pip. 7.3) one faced the additional problem o f  the base­
line beinp translated v ertica lly  and inclined due to lipht scatterinp 
and the cylindrical lens e ffe c t  produced by the fibre (see Section 3 .5 ).
A correction for  the vertica l translation o f  the spectra m s 
performed by drawinp a horizontal baseline through a point o f  the 
spectrum where the drup did not absorb, ep. 600 nm, as suppested bv 
Fraser (Ref. 3 ). The values o f  the dichroic ratios quoted in the next 
section  were determined at wavelenpths su ffic ien tly  close to the 6oo nm 
end o f  the spectrum (ep. 550 nm, the shoulder band, in the case o f  ADM, 
and 520 nm, the maximum absorbance peak, in the case o f  PR), so that 
the error introduced by usinp a horizontal, rather than inclined base­
line was not serious. The dichroic ratios obtained upon usinp inclined 
baselines would be s lig h tly  larper, but such a procedure m s not 
considered o f  beinp ben eficia l because o f  the arbitrary way such base­
lines could be drawn. In peneral, i t  is  estimated that the fibre 
dichroic ratios were obtained with an accuracy o f  bettor than -  S3.
R B S O R P T  ION S P E C T R R  RND D ICH R.O IC  RPlTIOS OF RN RDM -DNR F I B R E  S E C T I O N
ABSORBANCE, PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION B. ABSORBANCE. PARALLEL POLARIZATION C. DICHROIC RATIO
WAVELENGTH
f i g . 7 .  a . d i c h r o i s m  or a n  a d p i a m y c i n -d n a  f i b r e  s e c t i o n
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7.2.2 Dichroism o f drug-DNA fibres
7 .2.2A Anthracycline-DNA fib res . Fig. 7.5 show's the variation o f  the 
dichroic ratio o f  several ADM-PNA and UM-DNA fibres o f  P/D ratio  equal 
to 50 as a function o f  relative humidity. A typical curve starts with 
low dichroic ratio values at low humidities, has a rapid increase in 
the region oF 80 -  90$ relative humidity and often disnlavs a downwards 
slant for relative humidities above 90$.
The fact that the experimental dichroic ratio  values are 
greater than unity indicates that the chromophorcs have a preferential 
orientation in the fib re , in particular they are consistent with the 
drop beinT intercalated, and thus oriented essentially perpendicular 
to the fibre axis.
The variation o f  the dichroic ratio  with the relative humidity 
may be explained on the basis o f  a change in the relative distribution  
o f  the drug between the intercalated and free (or outside-bound) states. 
In prin cip le , the increase o f  the dichroic ratio imon increasing the 
relative humidity indicates a larger proportion o f  the drug molecules 
becoming intercalated. The doimwards slant displayed by several 
dichroic ratio  plots at the highest relative humidity may be the 
combined e ffe c t  o f  a few drug molecules leaving the intercalated state 
(v iz . the hvdrophilic nature o f  the drug, noticed in the variation o f  
the helix  pitch  -  see Fig. 6.10, Section 6.2.2), and o f  a greater degree 
o f  misalignment due to greater 'f lu id ity ' under conditions o f  high 
hydration (as i t  was inferred from the apnearance o f  some birefringence 
p lots -  see Fig. 5.15, Section 5 .5 .5 ). Hie va ria b ility  o f  the 
dichroic ratio  values obtained from different fibres (Fig. 7.5) may be 
the manifestation o f  d ifferent degrees o f  misalignment o f  the PNA in 
these fibres.
In what follows the interpretation outlined above w ill be
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tested quantitatively in conjunction with the data derived from the 
X-ray d iffraction  studies (Section 6 .2 .2 ).
It w ill be recalled that according to the f i r s t  treatment o f  
the X-ray d iffraction  results, the change in the pitch  o f  the TTJA helix 
was due to a variation (o f  the order o f  .35 -  55%) o f  the fraction  o f  
drug molecules intercalated, whereas according to the second treatment, 
the variation o f  the helix pitch was mainly due to a conformational 
change undergone hy the JTJA while the change in the fraction o f  
intercalated drug was small (o f the order o f  10%). Two values for 
the unwinding angle at the s ite  o f intercalation ivorc considered (12° 
and 26°) and i t  was possible to  estimate the fractions o f  intercalated 
drug, fmax and f ^ ,  existing at the highest and lowest relative humidit­
ies in each case.
The values o f  fmax and f ^ ,  togather with the maximum and 
minimum dichroic ratios obtained from each curve in Fig. 7.5 were used 
to calculate the theoretical valties D^ nt and D , which are the dichroic 
ratios that would he recorded i f  a l l  the drug molecules wore intercalated 
or outside-bound respectively (see Section 7 .1 .3 ). The results o f  the 
analysis are tabulated in Fig. 7 .6 . Fach o f  the four columns o f  the 
table contains the results corresponding to one o f  the numerical 
predictions o f the X-ray d iffraction  study.
Considering the intercalated snecies and assuming a 5° value
for  the t i l t  o f  the intercalated dhronoohore, the gaussian misalignment
parameter corresponding to the calculated dichroic ra tio  was
*
obtained using the theoretica l simulation from Fig. 7.2 . This parameter 
describes the degree o f  alignment o f the helices in the fib re .
The value o f  D , corresnonding to  the non-intercalated drug, *
* As mentioned in Section 6 .1 , the bases in the B-FNA are not oriented 
s t r ic t ly  perpendicular to the helix axis. For a t i l t  o f  the drug o f  
0 , as opposed to  the value o f  5 considered above, the corresponding 
gaussian parameters obtained on the basis o f the d ichroic ratios would 
be about 1 larger.
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nay be interpreted in two ways. On one hand i t  nay be assumed that 
the drug is  loosely attached to the exterior o f  the DMA with an 
orientation approximately perpendicular to  the helix  ax is, as suggested 
by the birefringence results (Section 5 .3 .3 ). Thus, the misalignment 
parameter corresponding to DQut should re fle c t  both the misalignment 
o f  the helices in the fibre and the additional orientational freedom 
enjoyed by the outside-bound drug. On the other hand, i t  may be 
assumed that the drug is r ig id ly  bound, thus retaining the same gaussian 
parameter o f  misalignment as the TINA. In this case, the corresponding 
angle o f  t i l t  o f  the chromophorc relative to the helix axis may Ixj 
obtained.
The results from Pig. 7.6 w ill he discussed separately for the 
two modes o f  treating the X-ray d iffraction  data.
I The treatment predicting a large variation in the fraction  o f  
intercalated drug
I f  the unwinding angle is  12° (the f i r s t  column in the tab le ), 
the gaussian parameters o f  misalignment o f the intercalated drug (and 
thus o f  the ENA) should be in the range o f  18° -  25°. Considering the 
externally bound drug, i f  i t  is  preferentia lly  oriented perpendicular 
to the DMA h elix , its  gaussian spread o f  orientations should have a 
half-width 4° -  5° larger than that o f  the DNA; alternatively, i f  i t  is  
r ig id ly  hound, it s  angle o f  t i l t  relative to the DNA helix  should be 
equal to about 20°. (These figures, rounded u p , arc shown in the 
table under the corresponding dichroic ratio values).
It should be noted, in the one hand, that the misalignment 
parameters o^ the DNA vary from one fibre  to another, thus accounting 
fo r  the spread o f  the experimental dichroic ratios obtained from 
different fib res , as already envisaged in the qualitative discussion
at the beginning o f  this section. The difference heti\een the gaussian 
parameters characterizing the "best" and "worst" fibre is  7°. At the 
same time, the values o f  the gaussian parameters are oT the right order 
o f  magnitude comnared to the half-width o f  the angular spread o f  the 
reflections in the X-ray d iffraction  patterns. On the other hand, the 
parameters which describe the orientation o f  the outside-bound drug 
relative to the DMA, namely the additional orientational freedom 
measured by the increment o f  the misalignment parameter, or the predicted 
binding angle, are remarkably consistent from one fibre  to another.
Similar considerations hold i f  the unwinding angle was assumed 
to  be equal to 26° (the second column in the tab le).
As an average o f  the two cases, i . e .  i f  the unwinding angle had 
an arbitrary value, intermediate between 12° and 26°, the gaussian 
parameter o f  misalignment o f  the INA would be o f the order o f  20° -  S°; 
the non-intercalated drug would either be loosely  bound, essentially  
perpendicular to the DNA h elix , with an additional orientational freedom 
o f  7° -  3°, or would be r ig id ly  bound to the DMA with a t i l t  angle o f  
20° -  25°. Of course, the actual mode o f  external binding could be a 
hybrid o f  these two extreme situations, which set the boundaries to 
the acceptable angles o f  t i l t  and degree o f  "wobbling" oT the 
chromonhore.
II The treatment predicting a small variation in the fraction o f  
intercalated drug.
According to this treatment, the fraction  o f  intercalated 
drug at the highest humidity is  the same as before, but the fraction  o f  
molecules intercalated at the low humidity is  considerably higher than 
under the previous treatment.
For the 12°-unwinding case (the third column in the table)
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one obtains the same misalignment parameters fo r  the INA helices as 
under the previous treatment. Considering the non-intercalated drug, 
the fact that the values o f  fo r  a l l  the fibres are close to unity 
clearly  indicates that under this treatment the drug should be free, 
randomly oriented.
Finally, in the 26°-unwinding case (the fourth column in the 
ta b le ), the 1 ) ^  values are too high to be acceptable. For example, 
the value D .^  = 61 imnlies a gaussian parameter equal to “ 6°. i t  is  
doubtful that under these circumstances the meridional re flection s in 
the X-ray d iffraction  patterns would be recorded, since a 5° t i l t  o f  
the helices might not be large enough for  the non-zero region o f  the 
Fourier transform corresponding to the meridional re fle ction  to intersect 
the sphere o f  re flection . Therefore, under this treatment, the 
p o ss ib ility  o f  having an unwinding angle o f  26° (which was acceptable 
fo r  the interpretation o f  the X-ray d iffraction  results) is  rejected on 
the basis o f  the optical dichroism data. However, this treatment 
assuming only a small variation in the fraction o f  intercalated drug is  
applicable i f  the unwinding angle is  close to 12°, in which case i t  is  
predicted that the unintercalated phase, representing about 10% o f  the 
tota l number o f  molecules, is  randomly orientated.
7.2.2B Hthidium -  FNA fib res . The X-ray d iffra ction  results presented
in Section 6..'5 have shown that, depending on the value assumed fo r  the
unwinding angle (12 or  26 ) ,  the fraction  o f  HR molecules intercalated
at the highest humidity ( fmax) is ,  as with the anthracyclines, o f  the
order o f  100% -  70%. However, unlike the anthracyclines, a ll the HR
molecules leave the intercalated state at low humidities ( f  = 01v min } *
For an RR-DMA fib re  o f  P/D ratio  equal to 50 the variation o f  
the dichroic ratio  as a function o f  the re la tive  humidity is  shown in
no
Fiji. 7.7. The maximum and minimum values were used in conjunction 
with the above values o f the fractions o f  intercalated drug to calculate 
the theoretical dichroic ratios and D .
The Dint values, in the range o f  3.2 - 3.5, indicate a gaussian 
parameter o f  misalignment o f  the DMA. helices o f the order o f  25°. The 
value o f  Dout = 2.7 may be interpreted as arising from the drug molecules 
bound externally to the DNA h elix , with a similar t i l t  as that o f  the 
intercalated drug and a gaussian parameter approximately 3° larger than 
that o f  the DMA. It seems, therefore, that the outside mode o f 
binding o f  FR is  a sn ec ific  and fa ir ly  rig id  one, in which the chromophore 
adonts an orientation approximately perpendicular to the helix axis.
7.2 .3 Dichroism o f  fibre sections
Fig. 7.8 shows the variation o f  the dichroic ratio o f  several 
ADM-DMA fibre sections as a function o f  the relative humidity.
The values o f  the dichroic ratios o f  the freshly-cut sections 
at room relative  humidity are low, in the range o f  1.7 -  2 .0 ; a f ir s t  
increase o f  the relative humidity o f  the environment o f  these sections 
results in an irreversible increase o f  their dichroic ratio  values.
The variation o f  the dichroic ra tio  for  subsequent cycles o f  the section 
through relative humidities not larger than 85$ is  reversible, 
qualitatively  similar to that displayed by the fib res . The 85$ value 
o f  the relative humidity represents the stage when the tendency o f  the 
section to swell begins to set up tensions in the specimen because the 
change o f  the dimensions o f  the section is  mechanically prevented by the 
matrix formed by the embedding material. The dichroic ratios 
measured at relative humidities above 85$ are lower (see Fig. 7 .8 /a ), 
but a subsequent restoration o f  the relative humidity to a value below 
85$ results in a larger dichroic ra tio  than previously obtained at the
I l l
same humidity. Repeating this procedure, increasingly higher dichroic 
ratio values are obtained, approaching the values recorded from fibres 
(see Fig. 7.8/1-)).
I t  should be mentioned that similar dichroic ratio  values (o f 
the order o f  1.7) have been reported fo r  oriented film s o f acridine-ENA 
complexes by Neville and Davies (Ref. 6) and Kurucsev (Ref. 7).
Dichroic ratios o f  the same magnitude have also been obtained from the 
IJV absorption band corresponding to the DMA bases from films o f pure 
DMA (Ref. 7).
The low dichroic ratios obtained from sections and film s, as 
compared to fib res , indicate a lower degree o f  alignment o f  the DNA in 
these specimens. It seems that repeated cycling o f  the section 
through high and low relative humidities helps improving this alignment.
The even lower dichroic ra tio  values o f the freshly-cut 
sections as well as the blue shifted spectra o f  these specimens, 
resembling the spectra o f  the free drug, indicate that most oT the drug 
in these specimens is  unbound, probably forced to dissociate from the 
FNA during the process o f  embedding o f  the fib re . The increase o f 
the dichroic ra tio  during a f ir s t  humidifying cycle is  consistent with 
the drug becoming bound again, either intercalated or assuming an 
external mode o f  binding with a preferential oreintation to the DNA 
helix .
A very approximative analysis o f  the numerical data from the 
first-humidifying curves o f  a number o f  fibres was performed in terns 
o f  two components: a free phase, completely dissociated from the DNA 
and a bound phase, incorporating both the intercalated and externally 
bound drug. I f  one assumed that the fractions o f  bound drug at the 
highest and lowest relative humidities were 1.0 and 0.4 respectively 
(the second value being suggested by a comparison of the slopes o f  the
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birefringence plots in Fig. 5 .12), then the data were found consistent 
with the bound species being attached approximately perpendicular to the 
helix  axis with a misalignment parameter o f the helix o f  30°, and the 
unbound species adopting a t i l t  o f  .30° (the same as the angle o f  ascent 
o f the h elica l groove) and the same misalignment parameter.
The results o f  this calculation suggest that i f  the drug 
molecules are completely dissociated from the DMA, as was suggested 
above, the drugs would tend to f i l l  the h elica l grooves assuming an 
angle o f t i l t  equal to the angle o f  ascent o f  the helix .
It is considered that this could also be the case with drug-RNA 
fibres. Indeed, i t  was found that the dichroic ratios obtained from 
synthetic RNA (polyl-polyC) fibres with FR and ADM were in the range 
o f  1 -  2, which are consistent with the drug being accoirmodated along 
the h elica l grooves o f  the polynucleotide.
X-ray d iffra ction  
predictions fo r  
the fraction o f  
intercalated drug
Treatment I ,  predicting large variation 
in the fraction  o f  intercalated drug
Unwinding angle 12
f  = 1001 max f  . = 45%min
T W inding angle 26
f  = 70% f  . = 35%max min
Treatment I I ,  predicting small variation 
in the fraction  o f  intercalated drug
Unwinding angle 12c
f  = 100% max f  . =90%mm
Unwinding angle 26
f  = 70% f  . = 60%max min
! Experimental 
dichroic ra tio Calculated Values Calculated Values Calculated Values Calculated Values
values
nmax
D . rain D. _ m t D . out n. .int D „ out D. . int ^out D. . m t D * out
5.80 4.35 5.80 3.6 8.0 3.4 5.80 1.1 61.0 1.5
(m isal.18°) (misal. 2 3°) 
( t i l t  20°)
(m isai.15°) (misal. 25°) 
( t i l t  25°)
(m isal.18°) (misal*40°)
( t i l t  53°)
(misal. 5°) (misal*40°) 
( t i l t  43°)
4.35 3.40 4.35 2.9 5.6 2.8 4.35 0.91 17.5 1.3
(misal. 21°) (mis a l. 2 6° 1 
( t i l t  20°)
(m isai.18°) (m isal.27°) 
( t i l t  25°)
(misal. 21°) ( t i l t  55°) (misal. 9°) ( t i l t  48°)
3.15 2.70 3.15 2.4 3.7 2.4 3.15 1.0 5.8 1.3
(misal. 2 5°) (misai. 29°) 
( t i l t  20°)
(misai. 23°) (misal. 29°) 
( t i l t  25°)
(misal. 25°) ( t i l t  55°) (m isal.18°) ( t i l t  48°)
FIG. 7.6 SYN’OPTIC TABLE OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION AND DICHR0IC RATIO RESULTS
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS
The interactions o f  the drugs ethidium bromide, adriamycin and 
daunomycin with the deoxyribonucleic acid here extensively studied, in 
solution by absorption snectrosconv and in oriented fibre specimens by 
X-ray d iffra ction , linear dichroism and birefringence.
Considering the X-ray d iffraction  study (Chapter 6 ), the 
previous investigations on intercalation (Ref. 1 and Ref. 2) have been 
extended by showing that the pitch o f the IMA helix varies as a function 
o f  relative humidity in a step-wise fashion between two plateau regions. 
This variation re flects  a change in the distribution o f  the drug 
molecules between the intercalated and ncn-intercalated states; a 
distribution  which is  determined by the magnitude o f  the hydrophobic 
drive towards intercalation , that is ,  on the degree o f  hydration in 
the fib re . The plateau region at low humidities re fle cts  the slow 
variation o f  the hydration o f  the h elices, paralleled by sim ilar slow 
variations o f  the other microscopic and macroscopic properties o f  the 
fib re , the intem olecular separation, fibre  dimensions and birefringence 
(Chapter 5 ). The high humidity plateau re fle c ts  cither the situation 
in which a ll the drug molecules present in the fib re  are intercalated, 
or a state in which no nett increase in the fraction o f drugs 
intercalated is  possib le . Such a situation would arise i f  the e ffe c t  o f  
the forces opposing the intercalation (forces which derive from the 
hydrophilic nature o f  the substituents to the drug molecule) became 
large enough, so that the e ffe c t  o f  the hydrophobic forces was 
counterbalanced. Due to  this uncertainty in the maximum fraction  o f  
drugs bound, an absolute determination o f  the unwinding angles o f  the 
DNA helix  at the site  o f  intercalation was not possib le . However, the
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quantitative interpretation o f  the pitch values has provided the Figure 
o f  12° ( -  3°) as the lower lim it to the unwinding angles. This figure 
corresnonds to the f ir s t  p o ss ib ility , i . e ,  when a ll the drop molecules 
are intercalated at the highest hunidity. The 12° value fit te d  the 
data for  both ethidium bromide and the anthracyclines.
For the study o f the optical properties oF the specimens, a 
single-beam microspectrophotometer system was b u ilt , with which 
absorption spectra o f  small areas o f  fibres and fibre sections could lx? 
recorded. As expected, only fibres o f  re la tively  low drug content 
could be measured d irectly  due to the very large concentration o f  
absorbing material in such specimens. ("he o f  the problems encountered 
with the fibres was the light scattering, which shifted the baseline 
level in an uncontrcttable fashion. However, consistent results were 
obtained i f  corrections for this e ffe c t  were applied by referring the 
baseline to a region o f  the spectrum where the drug did not absorb. nor 
specimens of large drug content, the use o f  fibre sections was adopted. 
.Although the recording o f  the absorbance o f the sections did not raise 
any o f  the above problems, i t  was found that the treatment during the 
sectioning caused a lower degree o f  orientation in the specimens. (This 
could be improved by cycling the section through high and low relative 
humidities).
By combining quantitatively information obtained using X-rav 
d iffraction  and optical techniques, the way o f  looking at fibres in 
general, and at the state o f  the drug molecules in drug-polynucleotide 
fibres in particular, has changed. At one hand the misorientation o f  
the polynucleotide helices in the fibre was considered e x p lic it ly ; on 
the other hand, in the case o f  ethidium bromide and anthracyclino-HNA 
fib res , i t  is  now' possible to  talk in terms o f  an intercalated and an 
externally bound snecies, rather than in terms o f intercalated and free
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drug.
The misalignment o f  the polynucleotide helices in fibres has 
to be introduced as a parameter in the analysis o f  the dichroism and 
birefringence resu lts, the other parameters being the orientation 
relative to the helix axis o f  the anisotropic groups (polynucleotide 
bases or drug chromophores) and, in the case o f  birefringence, the 
relative magnitude o f  the form term. Theoretical simulations o f 
these quantities (presented in Chapters 5 and 7) were based on a fibre 
model according to which the polynucleotide helices (or bunches o f  
helices) are oriented in a gaussian fashion about the fibre axis.
This model is  thought to be a more r e a lis t ic  representation than the 
previous models in which the helices in the fibre  were considered to be 
p erfectly  aligned, except fo r  a fraction  which were randomly oriented.
The experimental data was found to 1x3 consistent with a misalignment 
parameter o f  the helices o f the order o f  20°, that is to say the majority 
o f  polynucleotide helices in the fibre  w ro  oriented id thin a cone o f  
semiangle 20°. It would 1x3 interesting to  be able to compare this 
value with independent estimates from the angular extension o f  the 
d iffraction  snots in the X-ray d iffra ction  patterns. However, such 
estimates are not readily obtainable, especia lly  from the semi­
crystalline patterns, and an investigation o f  th is e ffe c t  is  suggested 
fo r  the future.
The value o f the combined X-ray and optical study, in relation 
to the state o f  the drug in the fib re , l ie s  in the fact that i t  provides 
both a check on the va lid ity  o f  the X-ray d iffraction  interpretation 
(referring primarily to the intercalated drug), and information about 
the non-intercalated species. In the case o f  ethidium bromide, i t  was 
shorn that the non-intercalated molecules were externally bound, 
essentia lly  perpendicular to the DMA h elix , with an orientational freedom
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o f  about 3°. It is  belived that a similar external mode o f  binding 
exists in the case o f  the anthracyclines, although at present there 
persists an uncertainty, caused by the existence o f  two possible 
interpretations o f the X-ray d iffraction  data (the pitch  values) 
obtained at low relative humidities (see Sections 6 .2 .2A and 6.2.2C, 
and a recap in Section 7.2.2A). It is  suggested that a further 
studv should be performed to decide which o f  the two p o ss ib ilit ie s  is  
correct. I f  the BNA underwent a d istin ct B to  A transition as the 
humidity was reduced, this would probably be su ffic ien t to remove the 
existent ambiguity in the interpretation.
Unlike ethidium bromide, which tends to dissociate completely 
from the intercalated state at low relative humidities, some o f the 
anthracycline molecules remain intercalated even under conditions o f  
very low hydration. The range o f humidities in which the drug 
molecules remain intercalated is  greater in the case o f  adriamycin than 
in the case o f  daunomycin. This behaviour can be accounted for in 
terms o f  adriamycin forming an additional hydrogen bond to the DNA 
backbone, which o ffers  the supplementary stab ilization  to the intercal­
ated state. As i t  was pointed out in Section 6.2.2A, this 
interpretation provides a rationale at a molecular level o f  the enhanced 
chemotherapeutic a ctiv ity  manifested by adriamycin as compared to 
daunomycin.
It  is considered that the approach developed in this thesis 
may be extended to future investigations o f  polynucleotide structure in 
general and drug-polynucleotide interactions in particular. A branch 
o f  interest might be the investigation o f  the birefringence o f  fibres o f 
polynucleotides having various base compositions and sa lt contents.
Fbr this purpose, the fibre model and birefringence simulations Presented 
in Chapter 5 should be used, and possibly made more explicit. The aim
1 1 0
should he to determine the contribution o f  the form term to the total 
birefringence o f  the fibre  as a function o f  relative humidity and, also 
to obtain the normalizing factor which w ill place the theoretical 
simulations on an absolute scale. I f  the birefringence c^uld be used 
quantitatively to obtain the parameter o f  misalignment in the fib re , 
this would reduce the number o f  unknown parameters and greatly fa c ilita te  
the combined analysis o f  the X-ray d iffraction  and dichroism data.
Finally, i t  is  considered that the characterization o f  poly­
nucleotide -drug complexes has provided the basis for new model building 
studies and Fourier transform calculations in terms o f  DMA models 
containing both intercalated and outside-bound drug molecules. These 
model building studies should aim towards finding a stercochemically 
acceptable way o f  attaching the drugs to the DNA, consistent with the 
requirements fo r  t i l t  and orientational freedom derived in Chapter 7.
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